




































Overview*This! thesis! focusses! on! trauma! and! its! relationship! to! psychosis.! It! is!presented!in!three!parts!and!was!undertaken!as!part!of!a!joint!project!with!another!DClinPsy!trainee,!Sophie!MarshLPicksley!(MarshLPicksley,!2016).!
The! literature! review! utilises! metaLanalytic! techniques! to! quantifiably!appraise! research! which! has! examined! the! relationship! between! insecure!attachment!and!psychosis!symptoms.!High!rates!of!insecure!attachment!styles!were!found!in!psychosis!populations.!Most!notably,!a!fearful!attachment!style,!known!to!develop!in!response!to!early!experiences!of!trauma!and!adversity!in!relation!to!the!primary! careLgiver,! was! most! prevalent.! A! small! association! between! psychosis!symptom!severity!and!attachment!insecurity!was!also!found.!
The!empirical!paper!describes!the!development!and!validation!of!the!Trauma!And! Life! Events! checklist! (TALE),! a! new! trauma! screening! tool! for! use! within!psychosis!services.!A!quantitative!study!which!aimed!to!establish!the!psychometric!properties!of!the!TALE!within!a!sample!of!individuals!with!psychosis.!The!TALE!was!found!to!have!good!testLretest!reliability!and!moderate!validity!in!relation!to!existing!trauma! screening! tools,! symptom! severity! and! potential! Post! Traumatic! Stress!Disorder!(PTSD)!reactions.!A!qualitative!analysis!was!also!conducted!to!identify!the!broader! implications! of! trauma! and! adversity! revealing! themes! around! changed!views!of!self,!and!relationships!with!others!were!most!frequently!reported.!
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Aims:!There!is!growing!evidence!for!the!role!of!attachment!in!psychosis.!Three!recent!reviews!have!summarised!the!assessment!of!attachment!and!its!impact!on!recovery!in!psychosis!(Berry!et!al.,!2007b,!Gumley!et!al.,!2014;!KorverLNieberg!et!al.!2014),!however,!to!date!there!has!been!no!quantitative!review!of!attachment!in! psychosis.! The! current! study! sought! to! systematically! appraise! studies!investigating! the! prevalence! of! insecure! attachment! and! the! association! with!psychosisLspectrum!experiences.!
Method:!A! systematic! search!was! carried!out!between! January!1980!and!30th!November! 2015! producing! a! total! 25! papers.! MetaLanalytic! techniques! were!employed!to!synthesise!findings!on!the!prevalence!of! insecure!attachment!and!explore!the!association!between!insecure!attachment!and!psychosis!symptoms.!*
Results:!The!prevalence!of!insecure!attachment!style!was!significantly!higher!in!psychosis! than! in!nonLclinical! samples,!with! fearful!attachment! the!most!most!prevalent.!Across!the!continuum,!there!was!a!small!but!significant!relationship!between!increased!symptom!severity!and!insecure!attachment.!As!with!previous!reviews,!this!relationship!was!more!evident!in!subLclinical!samples.!In!contrast!to!previous!reviews,!the!current!analysis!found!a!greater!relationship!between!anxious!attachment!and!positive!symptom!severity.!!
Conclusions:! The! prevalence! of! insecure! attachment! appears! to! be! high! in!psychosis.! Attachment! theory! may! provide! greater! understanding! of! the!development!of!positive!symptoms!than!previously!thought,!however,!research!needs! to! include! more! atLrisk! samples! and! longitudinal! research! to! fully!understand!this!relationship.!
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1.*Introduction*1.1!The!role!of!early!adversity!in!psychosis!Adverse!events!in!childhood,!including!trauma!and!neglect,!have!now!been!recognised!as!significant!risk! factors! for!a!wide!range!mental!health!problems!(Read!&!Bentall,!2012).!Furthermore,!there!is!an!established!link!between!early!childhood!trauma,!in!particular!victimisation,!and!psychosis!(Morrison,!Frame!&!Larkin,! 2003)! with! a! recent! metaLanalysis! indicating! that! individuals! with!psychosis! were! at! least! twice! as! likely! to! have! been! exposed! to! childhood!adversity!as!controls!(Varese!et!al.,!2012).!!
Theoretical!models!of!psychosis!have! also!begun! to!move!away! from!a!strictly! biological! understanding! of! the! disorder! to! an! epigenetic! one! that!describes!how!early!trauma!and!neglect!impact!brain!development!through!the!stress! regulation! functions! of! the! HPA! axis! (Read,! Bentall! &! Fosse,! 2009).!Evidence! from! nonLclinical! samples! suggest! psychoticLlike! experiences,! in!particular!paranoia,!are!common!within! the!general!population!and!exist!on!a!continuum!of!normal!experiences!(Berry,!Wearden,!Barrowclough!et!al.,!2006;!Freeman!et!al.,!2005).!This!move!towards!the!conceptualisation!of!psychosis!as!a!continuum!disorder,!driven!at! least! in!part!by!early!interpersonal!experiences,!has! led! researchers! to! theorise! about! the! role! of! attachment! in! both! the!development!and!treatment!of!psychosis!(Read!&!Gumley,!2010).!!
1.2!Attachment!theory!Attachment! theory! proposes! that! one’s! interpersonal! relating! styles,!psychological!functioning!and!ability!to!regulate!emotions!develop!as!a!result!of!early! experiences! with! primary! careLgivers! (Bowlby,! 1969).! These! early!significant! relationships! provide! the! infant! with! the! first! experience! of! an!affectionate!bond!with!an!other,!whereby! the!careLgiver!provides!a!safe!space!
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from!which!the! infant!can!explore!the!world.!Through!this!the! infant!develops!internal! working! models! formed! of! representations! of! the! self! and! others.!Described!as!secure!attachment!this!primary!relating!experience!then!serves!as!the! foundation! for! future! relationships! (Bowlby,! 1969;! 1984).! In! adulthood,!secure!attachment! is!expressed!through!autonomy,!an!ability!to!reflect!on!and!manage!one’s!cognitive!and!emotional!experiences!and!value!close!relationships.!However,!insecure!attachments!can!develop!when!the!careLgiver!is!absent!or!not!able! to! provide! this! safe! space! from! which! to! explore! the! world! and! learn!(Bowlby,!1988).!!
1.3!Insecure!attachment!!There!are!three!main!types!of!insecure!attachment!in!adulthood;!anxious!(also!referred!to!as!anxiousLambivalent!or!preoccupied),!avoidant!(also!referred!to!as!dismissing)!and!fearful!(Ainsworth!&!Bell,!1970;!Bartholomew!&!Horowitz,!1991;!Main! &! Solomon,! 1986;! 1990)!which! describe! patterns! of! relating! that!individuals!learn!in!response!to!early!care!experiences.!An!anxious!attachment!style!is!thought!to!develop!as!a!result!of!inconsistent!availability!of!the!primary!careLgiver,! leading! the! infant! to! learn! to! exaggerate! emotional! expression!and!explore! their! environment! less! to! keep! the! attention! of! the! careLgiver.! In!adulthood!this!is!represented!by!heightened!emotional!expression!and!a!reduced!sense! of! autonomy! leading! to! increased! dependence! on! others.! Avoidant!attachment! style,! characterised! in! adulthood!by! overLregulating! emotions! and!avoiding! experiences! of! close! relationships,! develops! from! experiences! of!rejection! from! careLgivers,! in! particular! when! expressing! distress.! Fearful!attachment,!often!described!as!disorganised!in!childhood,!is!thought!to!arise!in!adaptation! from! either! disrupted! care! experiences,! such! as! neglect! and! early!
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losses,!or!from!frightening!or!frightened!careLgiver!behaviour,!including!physical!and!sexual!abuse! in!childhood.!These!experiences! lead!the!child! to!respond!to!their! caregiver! with! fear! or! contradictory! behaviours,! such! as! approach! and!avoidance!or! freezing!when!distressed!and!seeking!comfort! (Main!&!Solomon,!1986;!1990).!In!adulthood,!fearful!attachment!is!represented!by!an!inconsistent!sense!of!self!and!an!inability!regulate!one’s!emotions.!People!who!present!with!a!fearful!attachment!style!often!present!as!both!highly!anxious!and!avoidant!due!to!a!conflicting!desire! for!and!resistance! to!emotional!closeness!(Bartholomew!&!Horowitz,!1991).!!
1.4!Attachment!and!psychosis!There! is! already! a!wellLestablished! link! between! disrupted! attachment!and! several! mental! health! problems,! most! notably! emotionallyLunstable!personality!disorder!(Cassidy!&!Shaver,!2008)!and!in!the!last!twenty!years!there!has! been! a! significant! increase! in! papers! reporting! associations! between!attachment!and!psychosis.!This!has!led!to!the!incorporation!of!attachment!theory!into!the!model!of!psychosis!as!both!a!potential!risk!and!protective!factor!(Harder,!2014).!Reflecting!this! interest,! three!narrative!reviews!have!been!published! in!the! last!decade!on!the!role!of!attachment! in! the!development!of,!and!recovery!from,!psychosis!(Berry,!Barrowclough!&!Wearden,!2007b;!KorverLNieberg,!Berry,!Meijer!&!de!Haan,!2014;!Gumley,!Taylor,!Schwannauer!&!MacBeth,!2014).!!
All! three! reviews! concluded! that! attachment! is! associated!with! poorer!outcomes!in!psychosis!(Berry!et!al.,!2007b;!KorverLNieberg!et!al.,!2014;!Gumley!et!al.,!2014).!In!particular,!disrupted!attachment!has!been!found!to!be!associated!with! an! earlier! onset! of! illness,! poorer! therapeutic! alliance,! engagement!with!mental! health! services! and! less! adaptive! recovery! styles.! Individuals! with!
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avoidant! attachment! styles! also! tended! to! have! longer! durations! of!hospitalisation! compared! to! those!with! secure! attachment! styles! (Ponizovsky,!Nechamkin!&!Rosca,!2007).!!
1.5!Attachment!and!symptoms!of!psychosis!While! the! impact! of! disrupted! attachment! has! been! discussed! in! the!literature,!there!has!been!less!research!focused!specifically!on!the!prevalence!of!attachment! disruption! in! psychosis! and! the! evidence! of! associations! with!psychosis!symptoms! is! inconsistent.!Higher!rates!of!avoidant!attachment!style!have!been!reported!in!psychosis!populations!compared!to!nonLclinical!controls!(Berry!et!al.,!2007b;!KorverLNieberg!et!al.!2014),!however,!this!conclusion!was!drawn!from!a!small!number!of!studies.!Furthermore,!the!majority!of!these!studies!assessed!attachment!style!through!the!Adult!Attachment!Interview!(AAI:!Main,!Kaplan,! &! Cassidy,! 1985)! which! has! been! found! to! have! poor! validity! within!psychosis!samples!(Berry!et!al.,!2007b).!
A!modest!association!between!avoidant!attachment!style!and!positive!and!negative!symptomatology!has!been!found!in!clinical!populations!(KorverLNieberg!et!al.,!2013;!Gumley!et!al.,!2014),!but! the!evidence! for!an!association!between!symptom!severity!and!anxious!attachment!style!is!more!equivocal,!and!possibly!confined!to!subclinical!populations!(KorverLNieberg!et!al.,!2014).!Variability! in!findings!could!be!due!to!inconsistencies!in!attachment!assessment,!small!sample!sizes!and!a!limited!number!of!studies!(KorverLNieberg!et!al.,!2014;!Gumley!et!al.,!2014).!!
1.6!Rationale!for!the!current!review!!Despite!the!mixed!evidence!regarding!the!role!of!attachment!in!psychosis,!research! continues! to! grow! exponentially! in! this! field.! Since! the! most! recent!
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review!was! carried!out! by!Gumley! et! al.! (2014)!over! twentyLfive!papers!have!been!published.!Additionally,!the!development!and!adoption!by!most!researchers!of!the!Psychosis!Attachment!Measure!(PAM:!Berry,!Wearden,!Barrowclough,!&!Liversidge,! 2006),! a!measure! specifically!developed! to!measure! attachment! in!people!with!psychosis,!means!more!consistency!in!measurement!across!studies.!While! existing! reviews! have! provided! a! comprehensive! summary! of! the!literature,! to! date! there! has! not! been! a! systematic! quantitative! review! of!attachment!style!in!psychosis.!Given!the!inconsistencies!and!limitations!outlined!in!existing!reviews,!a!quantifiable!review!of!the!literature!is!required!to!explore!whether! there! is! clear! evidence! for! increased! prevalence! of! attachment!disruption! within! psychosis! population! and! how! attachment! style! relates! to!psychosis!symptomatology.!!
Therefore,!the!current!paper!aims!to!present!a!quantitative!review!of!the!prevalence! of! reported! attachment! styles! within! psychosis! populations! and!critically!appraise!the!evidence!for!an!association!between!insecure!attachment!styles!and!symptom!severity!in!across!the!psychosis!continuum.!Specifically,!the!following!questions!were!asked:!
1.! What!is!the!prevalence!of!insecure!attachment!in!people!with!psychosis!and!how!does!this!compare!to!prevalence!in!nonLclinical!samples?!2.! What! is! the!prevalence!of!different! insecure!attachment!styles!amongst!people!with!psychosis?!3.! Is! insecure! attachment! associated! with! increased! psychosisLspectrum!experiences!within!clinical!and!nonLclinical!samples?!
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2.*Method*2.1!Inclusion!criteria!Studies!were!included!in!the!analysis!if!they!(i)!used!a!validated!measure!of! attachment! style! (ii)! used! a! measure! of! psychosis! symptom! severity! or!psychoticLlike!symptoms!(ii)!quantitative!or!mixed!methodology!(iv)!published!in!a!peerLreviewed!journal!(v)!were!published!between!January!1980!and!30th!of!November! 2015! (vi)! were! written! in! English.! Studies! were! included! in! the!analysis! if! they! employed! one! of! the! following!methodologies:! (i)! prospective!cohort! studies! (ii)! crossLsectional! studies!which! reported!association!between!psychosis! symptoms! and! attachment! styles! (iii)! case! control! studies,! which!reported! associations! between! psychosis! symptoms! and! attachment! styles!regardless!of!whether!this!was!the!primary!outcome!of!the!paper.!
2.2!Exclusion!criteria!Studies!were!excluded!if!they!were!(i)!presented!as!a!conference!extract!or! poster! presentation! (ii)! book! chapters! (iii)! unpublished! studies! (iv)! solely!presented!qualitative! data! (v)! single! case! studies! or! dissertations! (vi)! did! not!include! a! measure! of! attachment! or! (vii)! psychosis! symptomatology.! As! in! a!previous!review!(KorverLNieberg!et!al.!2014)!studies!reporting!parental!bonding!or!other!attachmentLrelated!concepts,!such!as!relating!styles,!were!excluded!as!they! do! not! directly! assess! attachment! style.! Studies! were! also! excluded! if!insufficient!statistical!information!was!reported!in!the!paper!to!be!included!in!the!comparison,!for!example!where!only!significant!findings!were!presented!or!when!authors!contacted!did!not!provide!further!statistical!information!(Figure!1).!
2.3!Literature!search!Relevant! studies! were! identified! through! a! systematic! search! of! the!databases!Medline,!PsycINFO!and!Web!of! Science.!The! following! search! terms!
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were! used! as! keyword! or! heading! searches:! (ATTACHMENT! or! ADULT!ATTACHMENT)! in! combination! with! psychosis! related! terms:! (PSYCHOSIS! or!PSYCHOTIC!or!SCHIZOPHRENIA!or!SCHIZOTYPY).!Hand!searches!were!carried!out! in! relevant! journals! and! reference! lists! and! search! results! were! cross!referenced!with!existing!reviews!(Berry!et!al.!2007b,!Gumley!et!al.!2014,!KorverLNieberg!et!al.,!2014)!for!any!additional!studies!which!may!have!been!missed.!
The!current!review!followed!the!flow!of!information!as!suggested!by!the!PRISMA!statement!(Moher,!Liberati,!Tetzlaff,!Altman!&!the!PRISMA!group,!2009).!Duplicate!records!were!removed!after!the!initial!search!and!the!above!inclusion!and!exclusion!criteria!were!applied!(Figure!1).!!!
















































































2.5!Studies!meeting!inclusion!criteria!!Based!on!the!inclusion!criteria,!27!studies!were!eligible!for!inclusion!in!the!final!metaLanalyses.!Of!those!identified,!two!papers!presented!data!on!the!same!study!(Huguelet!et!al.,!2015;!Rieben,!Huguelet,!Lopes,!Mohr!&!Brandt,!2014).!Once!reviewed,! the!most!appropriate!article!was!selected!based!on!the!relevance!of!statistical!data!reported!to!the!current!analysis!(Huguelet!et!al.,!2015).!A!second!paper!was!excluded!(KorverLNieberg,!Berry,!Meijer,!Haan!&!Ponizovsky,!2015)!because!the!majority!of!the!data!reported!was!from!samples!which!were!already!presented!in!papers!included!in!the!analysis.!Two!further!studies!were!identified!as!reporting!data!from!samples!which!were!recruited!as!part!of!a!wider!research!project!(Berry,!Barrowclough!&!Wearden,!2008;!Berry,!Wearden,!Barrowclough,!Oakland!&!Bradley,!2012).! !When!examined!further,!the!data!presented!varied!considerably!between!these!papers!and!only!a!small!number!of!participants!(n!=!28)!were!included!in!both!study!samples.!Therefore,!both!papers!were!included!meaning! a! total! of! 25! papers! made! up! of! 37! samples! were! including! in! the!analysis.!Two!studies!included!comparison!groups!taken!from!different!clinical!populations! (Macbeth,! Gumley,! &! Schwannauer! &! Fisher,! 2011;! Michail! &!Birchwood,! 2014)! therefore! these! three! subsamples! were! excluded! from!analysis.!One! further! study! compared!men!with!psychosis! against!men!with!a!diagnosis!of!HIV!or!AIDS,!however,!as!this!study!did!not!report!on!the!attachment!styles!of!the!men!with!a!diagnosis!of!HIV!or!AIDs!this!subgroup!was!also!excluded!from!analysis!(Ringer,!Buchanan,!Olesek!&!Lysaker,!2014).!!
2.6!Analytic!procedure!Multiple! metaLanalyses! were! conducted! as! part! of! the! current! review!using!Comprehensive!Meta!Analysis!version!3.3! (Bornstein,!Hedges,!Higgins!&!Rothstein,! 2014).! The! first! metaLanalysis! was! a! quantitative! synthesis! of!
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prevalence! rates! of! insecure! attachment! styles!within! clinical! and!nonLclinical!populations.! Subsequent! analyses! were! carried! out! on! each! of! the! insecure!attachment!styles!reported! in! the! included!studies.!The!second!set!of!analyses!focused! on! the! relationship! between! attachment! style! and! symptom! severity.!Overall!analysis!of!the!relationship!between!selfLreported!avoidant!and!anxious!attachment! styles! and! the! severity! of! positive! and! negative! symptoms! was!calculated!for!all!studies.!Further!subLgroup!analysis!was!carried!out!to!examine!these!relationships!within!clinical!and!nonLclinical!groups.!
2.7!Heterogeneity!of!effect!sizes!For!all!analyses,!heterogeneity!statistics!(Q!test!and!I²)!were!carried!out!to!examine!the!amount!of!variance!across!the!studies.!Cochran’s!Q%statistic!assesses!for!heterogeneity!due!to!sampling!error,!however!it!has!been!found!to!have!poor!power!to!detect!true!heterogeneity!when!analyses!only!include!a!small!number!of!studies!(Higgins!&!Thompson,!2002).!As!it! is!not!possible!to!assume!that!all!studies!in!the!metaLanalyses!share!a!common!effect!size!due!to!the!heterogeneous!samples!reported!on,!a!random!effects!model!was!adopted!a!priori!for!all!metaLanalyses!(Borenstein,!Hedges!&!Rothstein,!2007).!!!
An! alternative! assessment! of! heterogeneity! to! Cochran’s!Q! is! I2,! which!calculates!the!amount!of!variance!in!effect!size!accounted!for!by!betweenLstudy!variance! (Higgins! &! Thompson,! 2002).! One! study! removed! analysis! was! also!carried!out!within! the!subgroup!analysis!of! symptom!severity!and!attachment!style!to!examine!whether!any!specific!sample!had!increased!impact!on!the!pooled!effect!size!(Ryan,!2013).!
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2.8!Effect!size!computation!Whilst!metaLanalysis!techniques!have!traditionally!been!applied!to!effect!size!data,!it!is!possible!to!apply!the!method!to!cumulative!proportions!and!rates!by! treating! the! incident! rate! as! the! effect! size! (Borenstein,!Hedges,!Higgins!&!Rothstein,!2009).!This!technique!was!used!in!the!current!analysis!to!synthesise!the!reported!prevalence!rates!in!included!studies.!
All!studies!included!in!the!analysis!which!reported!a!relationship!between!symptom! severity! and! attachment! style! provided! Pearson’s% r! correlation!coefficients!which!can!be!treated!as!the!effect!size.!A!number!of!studies!included!data!from!one!or!more!subscales!of!positive!and!negative!symptoms!rather!than!a! composite! score! (e.g.! GPTS,! LSHS).! In! these! cases! the! subscale! data! were!categorised! as! either! positive! or! negative! symptoms! for! the! purposes! of! the!analysis.!To!control!for!variance!being!influenced!by!the!correlation!coefficient,!all!the!data!was!transformed!using!Fisher’s!z!scale!and!analysis!was!carried!out!on! the! transformed! data! before! being! converted! back! to! r% (Borenstein! et! al.,!2009).!
2.9!Independence!of!effect!size!As!stated!above,!a!number!of!studies!reported!correlations!from!multiple!symptom!subscales,!such!as!hallucinations!and!delusions!rather!than!a!composite!score!of!positive!or!negative!symptoms.!Reporting!multiple!effect!sizes!from!the!same!study!would!violate!the!assumption!of!independence!needed!to!carry!out!a!metaLanalysis.! In!these!instances,!an!average!correlation!was!calculated.!When!averaging!correlations,!it!is!necessary!to!control!for!potential!bias!by!converting!Pearson’s%r!to!Fisher’s!z!before!averaging!the!transformed!correlations!and!then!converting!back!to!Pearson’s!r%to!be! included!in!the!analysis!(Corey,!Dunlap!&!
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Burke,! 1998).! In! studies!where!multiple!measures! of! attachment! or! psychotic!experiences!were!used!the!measure!used!for!the!current!analysis!is!indicated!in!Tables!1.!
3.*Results*3.1!Characteristics!of!studies!TwentyL!five!papers!made!up!of!37!samples!were!included!in!the!analysis.!An!overview!of!the!characteristics!of!studies!is!shown!in!Table!1.!Demographic!information! as! reported! in! the! primary! studies! is! shown! for! all! participants,!Based!on!the!data!available!within!published!reports,!there!were!11,696!unique!participants!(clinical:!n%=!1305;!nonLclinical:!n%=!10,391),!30%!of!whom!where!female.! The! reported!mean! age! ranged! from! 15.7L52! years! with! a! composite!participant!mean!age!of!30.42!years!(SD%=!10.59),!however,! information!about!age!and!gender!was!not!available!from!three!large!studies!(MacBeth!et!al.,!2011;!Sitko,!Bentall,!Shevlin,!&!Sellwood,!2014).!About!half!of!the!studies!were!based!in!the!UK! (k! =! 12)! and! included! clinical! samples! from! community!mental! health!services!(k!=!11).!Seven!studies!included!clinical!participants!who!were!identified!as!ultraLhigh! risk!or! experiencing!psychosis! for! the! first! time!and! two! studies!included! inpatient! samples.! NonLclinical! samples! were! primarily! made! up! of!healthy!adult!volunteers!(k!=!10)!and!a!small!number!were!exclusively!drawn!from!student!populations!(k!=!4).!The!majority!of!studies!were!crossLsectional!design!(k!=!17)!while!the!remainder!were!caseLcontrol!(k!=!10).!
3.2!Measures!of!attachment!style!!Six!different!measures!of!attachment!were!used!within! the! included!25!studies,!details!of!which!are!displayed!in!Table!1.!The!most!commonly!used!were!the! Psychosis! Attachment! Scale! (PAM;! Berry,! et! al.,! 2006;! k! =! 9)! and! the!
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Relationships!Questionnaire! (RQ;!Bartholomew!&!Horowitz,!1991;!k! =!8).!The!PAM!is!a!16Litem!selfLreport!scale!derived! from!existing!attachment!measures!(Bartholomew! &! Horowitz,! 1991;! Brennan,! Clark! &! Shaver.,! 1998)! for! use!specifically!within!psychosis!populations!to!assess!the!dimensions!of!anxious!and!avoidant!attachment!in!relation!to!nonLromantic!relationships.!Respondents!rate!four! statements!which!describe! their! current! experience!of! relationships!with!significant! people! in! their! life.! Scores! are! calculated! for! the! two! attachment!dimensions,!anxious!and!avoidant,!and!respondents!are!ascribed!the!attachment!style!on!which!they!received!the!highest!score.!This!was!the!most!commonly!used!measure!in!studies!investigating!the!relationship!between!symptom!severity!and!attachment! style! (k%=!8)! followed!by! the!RQ! (k! =!5).!The!RQ! (Bartholomew!&!Horowitz,! 1991)! is! a! brief! selfLreport! questionnaire! adapted! from! the! Adult!Attachment! Questionnaire! (Hazan! &! Shaver,! 1987)! based! on! four! brief!descriptions!of!experiences!of!relationships.!It!categorises!adult!attachment!into!four! attachment! styles;! secure,! fearful/avoidant,! preoccupied! (anxious)! and!dismissing/avoiding.!Respondents!rate!how!much!each!of!the!statements!relates!to!them!as!well!as!selecting!the!one!which!they!feel!most!appropriately!describes!their! relationship! style.! When! investigating! prevalence,! the! RQ! was! most!commonly! used! (k! =! 4).! A! full! review! of! attachment! measures! used! within!psychosis! research! has! been! carried! as! part! of! the! most! recent! in! this! field!(Gumley!et!al.,!2014).!!
3.3!Measures!of!psychotic!experiences!Assessment!measures!for!psychosis!symptoms!and!psychotic!experiences!differed! between! clinical! and! nonLclinical! studies.! In! studies! with! clinical!samples,!ten!measures!of!symptom!severity!were!used!(see!Tables!1)!the!most!
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Psychosis*measures:#Brief#Psychiatric#Rating#Scale#(BPRS:#Ventura#et#al.,#1993);#Community#Assessment#of#Psychic#Experience#(CAPE:#Stefanis#et#al.,#2002);#Green#et#al.#Paranoid#Thoughts#Scale#(GPTS:#Green#et#al.,#2008);#LaunayBSlade#Hallucination#Scale#(LSHS:#Launay#&#Slade,#1981);#OxfordBLiverpool#Inventory#of#Feelings#and#Experiences#scale#(OBLIFE:##Mason,#Calridge#&#Jackson,#1995);#Persecution#And#Deservedness#Scale#(PADS:#Melo,#Corcoran,#Shryane,#&#Bentall,#2009);#Positive#and#Negative#Syndrome#Scale#(PANSS:#Kay,#Fiszbein#&#Opler,#1987);#Peters#Delusion#Inventory#(PDI:#Peter,#Joseph,#Day#&#Garety,#2004);#Psychotic#Symptom#Rating#Scales#(PSYRATS:#Haddock,#McCarron,#Tarrier#&#Faragher,#1999);#Paranoia#Scale#(PS:#Fenigstein#&#Vanable,#1992);#LaunayBSlade#Hallucination#ScaleBRevised#version#(rLSHS:#Morrison,#Wells#&#Nothard,#2000);#Scale#for#the#Assessment#of#Negative#Symptoms#(SANS:#Andreasen,1982);#Scale#for#the#Assessment#of#Positive#Symptoms#(SAPS:#Andreasen,1984);# Social# Anhedonia# Scale# (SAS:# Eckblad,# Chapman,# Chapman# &# Mishlowe,# 1982);# Symptom# Checklist# (SCLB90R:# Derogatis,# 1997);# Structured#Interview# for# Prodromal# Syndromes# (SIPS:# Miller# et# al.,# 2002);# Schizotypal# Personality# Questionnaire# (SPQ:# Raine,# 1991);# University# of# Michigan# Composite#International#Diagnostic#Interview#(UMBCIDI:#Wittchen#&#Kessler,#1994);#Wisconsin#Schizotypy#Scales#(WSS:#Kwapil,#BarrantesBVidal,#&#Silvia,#2008).#
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Non-clinical studies







Berry et al. (2007a) UK 21 (nr) 22% O-LIFE PAM 304 Students ! ! 82%
MacBeth et al. (2008) UK * 20.28 (2.82) 22% PS
LSHS
PDI
RSQ 213 Healthy volunteers
! 100%
Pickering et al. (2008) UK * 20.9 (5.22) 30% rLSHS
PADS
RQ 503 Students ! 91%
Tiliopoulous & Goodall (2009) UK 46.9 (18.9) 32% SPQ ECR 161 Healthy volunteers ! ! 95%







American students ! ! 91%
Sitko et al. (2014) USA *  -  - UM-CIDI AAQ 5877 National community sample ! 95%





3.4#Prevalence#of#insecure#attachment#Ten# studies# reported# prevalence# rates# of# insecure# attachment# style# in#clinical# (k# =#11)#and#non?clinical# (k# =#6)# samples.#The# results#of# the# subgroup#analyses# are# presented# in# Figure# 2.# Within# the# psychosis# sample,# the# pooled#estimate# of# prevalence# was# 0.763# (95%# CI=# .65?0.84),# meaning# 76%# of#individuals#with#psychosis#were#identified#as#having#insecure#attachment#styles.#This#was#significantly#higher#(Q#=#29.24,#df#=#1,#p<.001)#than#reported#prevalence#rates#of#insecure#attachment#in#non?clinical#samples#(38%;#95%#CI#=#.31#?#.44).#

















3.6#Heterogeneity#in#prevalence#studies#Heterogeneity#between#studies#was#assessed#using#the#Q#and#I2#statistics.#Conventions#suggest#I2$values#of#25%,#50%#and#75%#can#be#interpreted#as#low,#moderate#and#high,#respectively#(Higgins,#Thompson,#Deeks#&#Altman,#2003).#As#anticipated,#the#overall#effect#size#for#insecure#attachment#within#the#psychosis#population# appeared# to# be# heterogeneous# (Q# =# 72.47,# df# =# 10,# p# <.001).#Additionally,#substantial#variability#was#observed#between#the#included#studies#
(I2#=#86.20)#meaning#that#86%#of#the#variance#in#effect#sizes#was#due#to#betweenOstudy#variance.#
Subsequent# subgroup# analysis# of# insecure# attachment# type# within# the#clinical# sample# also# displayed# high# variance# (i.e.,# all# I2# ≥# 86.55),# indicating#considerable#heterogeneity# between# studies.# # The#nonOclinical# sample# showed#evidence#of#lower#heterogeneity#(Q#=#12.15,#df#=#5,#p#<.001,#I2=#58.84)#suggesting#there#was#only#moderate#variability#between#these#study#samples.#
3.7#Relationship#to#symptoms#Overall# sample# analysis# was# carried# out# in# relation# to# positive# and#negative# symptom# severity# and# anxious# and# avoidant# attachment# dimensions#(see#Figures#3#&#4).#As#already#stated,#individuals#who#have#a#fearful#attachment#style#present#as#both#highly#anxious#and#avoidant.#Therefore,#far#fewer#studies#have#looked#at#the#association#between#symptoms#and#this#third#attachment#style#instead#examining#the#relationship#between#the#two#underlying#dimensions#and#symptom#severity.#Based#on#Cohen’s#(1988)#criteria#for#effect#size,#the#association#between# positive# symptoms# severity# and# anxious# attachment# style# showed# a#small# but# significant# effect,# r$=# .27# (95%# CI=# .21# O# .32,# z# =# 8.91,#p<.001).# The#relationship# between# positive# symptoms# and# avoidant# attachment# style# also#
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showed#a#small#effect,#r$=#.18#(95%#CI#=#.12#O#.23,#z#=#6.53,#p<.001).#There#was#also#a#significant#but#small#effect# found#between# the#severity#of#negative#psychosis#symptoms#and#both#anxious# (r# =# .17,#95%#CI=# .08# O# .25,#z# =#3.83,$ p<.001)#and#avoidant#(r#=#.28,#95%#CI#=#0.20#O#0.36,#z#=#6.41,#p<.001)#attachment#styles.#
3.8#Heterogeneity#in#symptom#severity#studies#
As#was# found# in# the# analysis# of# prevalence# rates,# there# appeared# to# be#substantial# variability# between# positive# symptom# severity# and# anxious# (Q# =#109.31,#df$=#22,#p#<.001,#I2#=#79.87)#and#avoidant#(Q#=#81.88,#df#=#22,#p#<.001,#I2#=#73.13)# attachment# styles.# This# was# also# found# to# be# the# case# for# negative#symptoms#and#anxious#(Q#=#75.48,#df#=#13,#p#<.001,#I2=#82.78)#and#avoidant#(Q#=#81.84,#df#=#13,#p#<.001,#I2=#81.12)#attachment#styles.#
3.9#Subgroup#analysis#of#relationship#with#symptoms##Subgroup#analysis#was#carried#out#on#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples#to#explore# group# differences# in# the# reported# relationship# between# symptom#severity#and#attachment#style#and#whether# this#may#account# for#high# levels#of#heterogeneity# in# the# overall# analysis# (see# Figures# 3# &# 4).# Within# the# clinical#subgroup#small,#significant#associations#were#found#between#both#anxious#(r#=#.23,#95%#CI#=#.14#O#.33,#z#=#4.62,#p<.001)#and#avoidant#(r#=#.15,#95%#CI#=#.04#O#.25,#
z#=#2.76,#p<.01)#attachment#styles#and#positive#symptoms.#The#largest#association#was# between# positive# symptoms# and# anxious# attachment# style# although# this#effect#was#small.#The#relationship#between#negative#symptoms#and#anxious#(r#=#.11,#95%#CI#=#O.03#O#.25,#z#=#1.90,#p#=#.057)#and#avoidant#(r#=#.11,#95%#CI#=#O.03#O#.25,#z$=#1.50,#p$=#.133)#attachment#style#were#nonOsignificant.#
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3.11#One#study#removed#analysis#It# was# hypothesised# that# two# studies# may# have# been# exerting# undue#influence#over# the#metaOanalytic#results#within# the#clinical#subsamples#as# they#were# the# only# two# papers# to# report# negative# relationships# between# symptom#severity# and# attachment# style# (Ponizovsky,# Arbitman,# BaumgartenOKatz# &#Grinshpoon,#2014;#Quijada,#Tizón,#Artigue,#Kwapil#&#BarrantesOVidal,#2012).#The#results#of#the#one#study#removed#analysis#suggested#that#these#studies#may#be#outliers#within#specific#subgroup#analyses.#Removal#of#Quijada#et#al.#(2012)#from#the#clinical#subgroup#analysis#of#the#relationship#between#symptom#severity#and#anxious# attachment# style# changed# the# relationship# from# nonOsignificant# to#significant#for#negative#symptoms#(adjusted#r$=#.13,#95%#CI#=#.02#O#.24,#p<.05,#I2#=#47.11)#and#strengthened#the#association#in#positive#symptoms#(adjusted#r$=#.25,#95%#CI#=#.17#O#.33,#p<.001,#I2#=#37.04).#This#was#also#found#to#be#the#case#when#Ponizovsky# et# al.# (2014)# was# removed# from# the# subgroup# analysis# of# the#relationship#between#symptom#severity#and#avoidant#attachment#style#(negative#symptoms:# adjusted# r$ =# .19,# 95%# CI# =# .10# O# .27,# p<.001,# I2# =# 10.64;# positive#symptoms:# adjusted# r$ =# .19,# 95%# CI# =# .11# O# .26,# p<.001,# I2# =# 15.55).# Further#examination# of# the# quality# assessment# of# both# papers# did# not# highlight# any#methodological# or# sampling# reasons# to# exclude# the# papers# from# analysis# and#given#that#they#were#not#consistent#outliers#across#all#subgroup#analysis#it#may#be#that#these#papers#represent#genuine#heterogeneity#within#this#field#of#research#and#were#therefore#kept#within#the#analysis#(Ryan,#2013),#however,#it#is#worth#
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noting#that#these#studies#were#both#drawn#from#Mediterranean#cultures#which#may# influence# the# presentation# of# attachment# style# (van# Ijzendoorn# &#Kroonenberg,#1988).##
4.!Discussion!The#current#metaOanalysis#synthesised#existing#data#on#the#relationship#between# attachment# and# psychosis# and# aimed# to# i)# report# and# compare# the#prevalence# of# insecure# attachment# style# in# people#with# psychosis# and#healthy#controls#ii)#explore#the#distribution#of#insecure#attachment#styles#amongst#people#with#psychosis#and# iii)#examine# the#relationship#between# insecure#attachment#and#psychosisOspectrum#experiences#in#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples.#
4.1#Prevalence#of#insecure#attachment#in#psychosis#The#results#of#the#metaOanalysis#suggest#that#the#prevalence#of# insecure#attachment#style#is#significantly#higher#in#individuals#with#psychosis#than#rates#reported#by#nonOclinical#samples,#almost#80%#compared#to# just#under#40%#as#found#in#general#population#samples#(Mickelson,#Kessler#&#Shaver,#1997).#This#finding#makes#sense#given# the#high#rates#of#attachment#disrupting#events# that#individuals#with#psychosis#have#been#found#to#experience#(Bentall#et#al.,#2014;#Varese#et#al.,#2012).#The#majority#of#people#with#psychosis#were#shown#to#have#a#fearful#attachment#style,#which#is#characterised#by#high#response#rates#on#both#anxious# and# avoidant# attachment# subscales# and# indicates# an# internal#working#model#that#incorporate#negative#views#of#both#self#and#others#(Bartholomew#&#Horowitz,# 1991).# This# finding# is# striking# given# that# the# majority# of# studies#included# in# the# analysis# did# not# assess# fearful# attachment# meaning# that# the#prevalence#rate#reported#in#the#current#analysis#could#be#a#considerable#underOestimation.##
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Fearful# attachment# style,# more# commonly# referred# to# in# childhood# as#disorganised,# is# understood# to# arise# from# early# experiences# of# unresolved#separation,# loss# and# violence# at# home# (van# Ijzendoorn,# Schuengel# &#BakernsmansOKranenburg,#1999)#and#is#predictive#of#general#psychopathology,#social# and# cognitive#difficulties# (Green#&#Goldwyn,#2002;#Kay#&#Green,#2013).#Crucially,#the#types#of#events#associated#with#disorganised#attachment#have#all#been# found# to# contribute# to# the# development# of,# and# increase# in,# psychosis#symptoms#(Read#et#al.,#2009;#Trotta,#Murray#&#Fisher,#2015).##
The# findings# of# the# current# review# are# in# contrast# to# previous# reviews#which# have# suggested# that# the# most# common# attachment# style# in# psychosis#populations#is#avoidant#(Berry#et#al.,#2007b;#KorverONieberg#et#al.,#2014;#Gumley,#et# al.,# 2014).# However,# the# attributes# of# fearful# attachment# align# conceptually#with#the#psychosocial#model#of#psychosis#which#describes#a#fundamental#role#for#negative#cognitive#biases#about#the#self#and#environment#in#the#development#and#maintenance# of# psychosis# (Garety,# Kuipers,# Fowler,# Freeman# &# Bebbington,#2001;# Penn# et# al.,# 2004).# Furthermore,# it# has# been# suggested# that# fearful#attachment# mediates# the# role# between# early# trauma# and# the# development# of#psychosis#(Sheinbaum,#Kwapil#&#BarrantesOVidal,#2014).#Fearful#attachment#has#been#associated#with#increased#dissociative#states#(van#Ijzendoorn#et#al.,#1999),#low# selfOesteem# (Bentall# &# Fernyhough,# 2008)# and# a# greater# number# of#maladaptive#schematic#views#of#the#self#and#others#in#individuals#with#psychosis#(Mason,#Platts#&#Tyson,#2005)#and#highOrisk#clinical#groups#(Addington#&#Tran,#2009).#Negative#schematic#views#are#thought#to#contribute#to#the#development#of#positive#symptoms#through#the#misappraisal#of#anomalous#experiences#(Garety#et#al.,#2001)#and#increased#dissociation#in#response#to#childhood#sexual#abuse#and#
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neglect# may# mediate# the# relationship# between# trauma# and# hallucinations#(PeronaOGarcelán# et# al.,# 2010;# Varese,# Barkus,# &# Bentall,# 2012).# While# the#mechanism#through#which#hallucinations#are#mediated#by#dissociation#remains#unclear#it#has#been#speculated#that#individuals#adopt#a#dissociative#coping#style#to#manage#early#trauma#experienced#(Kilcommons#&#Morrison,#2005).###
However,# there# is# also# evidence# that# attachment# style# can# change# over#time# (Pinquart,# Feußner,# &# Ahnert,# 2013)# and# psychosis# itself# may# be# an#attachment#disrupting#event#as#it#has#been#conceptualised#as#a#traumatic#event#which#significantly#changes#interpersonal#relationships#(Morrison,#Bowe,#Larkin#&#Nothard,#1999;#Rooke#&#Birchwood,#1998).#However,#evidence#from#a#birthOcohort# study# found# increased# likelihood#of#developing#psychosis# if# the#mother#reported#that#the#child#was#unwanted#during#pregnancy#(Myhrman,#Rantakallio,#Isohanni#&#Jones,#1996)#and#the#inclusion#of#more#atOrisk#and#prodromal#samples#(Quijada#et#al.,#2012;#Quijada#et#al.,#2015)#suggest#the#relationship#may#be#causal.#Future#research,#including#a#greater#number#of#longitudinal#and#atOrisk#samples,#examining# the# role# of# fearful# attachment# in# psychosis# is# needed# to# fully#understand# the# impact# that# it# has# on# the# development# and# maintenance# of#positive#symptoms#in#relation#to#other#mediating#cognitive#factors.##
4.2#Attachment#anxiety#and#positive#symptoms#of#psychosis#Across# the# continuum,# there# was# a# small# but# significant# relationship#between#increased#symptom#severity#and#insecure#attachment.#As#with#previous#reviews,# this# relationship# was# more# evident# in# subOclinical# samples# (KorverONieberg#et#al.,#2014).#The#current#analysis#found#a#stronger#relationship#between#positive# symptoms# and# attachment# insecurity,# with# the# greatest# relationship#found#between#positive#symptoms#and#anxious#attachment#styles.#This#finding#is#
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in# contrast# to# previous# reviews# which# have# more# commonly# reported# a#relationship#between#avoidant#attachment#style#and#increased#symptom#severity#within#psychosis#populations#(Berry#et#al.,#2007b;#KorverONieberg#et#al.,#2014).#However,# anxious# attachment# style# has# been# linked# to# low# selfOesteem# and# a#negative#selfOimage#in#psychosis#(Ringer,#Buchanan,#Olesek#&#Lysaker,#2014)#and#there#are#high#rates#of#comorbid#social#anxiety#within#this#population#(Michail#&#Birchwood,#2014).#High#levels#of#anxious#attachment#style#have#also#been#found#in# the# carers# of# people#with# psychosis# and# is# associated#with# emotional# over#involvement#and#increased#critical#comments#from#carers#(AlvarezOJimenez#et#al.,#2010).# Increased# experiences# of# criticism# at# home#may# lead# the# individual# to#develop# a# greater# number# of# negative# cognitive# biases# (Berry# et# al.,# 2007b)#known#to#contribute#to#the#positive#symptoms#of#psychosis#(Garety#et#al.,#2001).#Additionally,#positive#symptoms#could#develop#as#a#result#of# increased#anxiety#and# poorer# affect# regulation# in# psychosis# (Gumley#&# Schwannauer# ,# 2006)# as#research#in#at#risk#groups#has#found#high#rates#of#interpersonal#sensitivity#and#stress#reactivity#can#predict#positive#symptoms,#such#as#paranoia,#in#nonOclinical#and# atOrisk# samples# (Lataster,# Valmaggia,# Lardinois,# van# Os# &#MyinOGermeys,#2013;#Masillo#et#al.,#2012).#Given#the#significant#role#that#anxiety#appears#to#have#in# development# and# maintenance# of# positive# symptoms,# particular# attention#should# be# paid# to# affect# dysregulation# and# negative# cognitive# biases,# such# as#shame# and# fear# of# stigma,# when# developing# new# interventions# for# psychosis#(Michail#&#Birchwood,#2014).##
4.3#Avoidant#attachment#style#and#symptom#severity##A# small# relationship# was# found# between# attachment# avoidance# and#positive#symptoms#across#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples.#This#finding#supports#
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the#hypothesis#that#there#is#a#link#between#paranoia#and#avoidance,#understood#to#be#caused#by#distrust#of#others#and#increased#social#isolation#(Freeman,#Garety,#Kuipers,# Fowler# &# Bebbington,# 2002).# The# relationship# between# negative#symptoms#and#avoidant#attachment#style#was#found#to#be#moderate#within#nonOclinical#groups,#however,#this#relationship#was#found#to#be#nonOsignificant#in#the#clinical#group.#This#may#be#in#part#due#to#the#fact#that#fewer#studies#examined#the#relationship#between#attachment#style#and#negative#symptoms#and#the#influence#of#outliers.#However,#despite#the#relationship#becoming#significant#once#outliers#were#removed,#the#relationship#remained#smaller#than#the#association#between#positive#symptom#severity#and#either#anxious#or#avoidant#attachment#style.##
The#discrepancy#in#findings#between#the#clinical#and#nonOclinical#groups#may#have#been#influenced#by#the# increased#use#of#schizotypy#measures#within#nonOclinical#studies.#Whilst#high#scores#on#measures#of#negative#schizotypy#are#indicative#of#subOclinical#negative#psychoticOlike#experiences,#the#constructs#that#are#assessed#(e.g.#social#anhedonia)#could#also#be#conceptualised#as#discomfort#with,#and#decreased#experiences#of,#intimacy#which#overlap#significantly#with#the#construct# of# avoidant# attachment# (Kwapil,# BarrantesOVidal# &# Silvia,# 2008).#However,# avoidant# coping# styles# have# also# been# associated# with# increased#“sealing#over”#or#minimisation#of#symptoms#and#has#been#associated#with#poorer#clinical# outcomes# (Gumley# et# al.,# 2014;# KorverONieberg# et# al.,# 2014;# Tait,#Birchwood#&#Trower,#2003).#Therefore,#the#group#differences#highlighted#may#be#due#to#lower#rates#of#symptom#reporting#by#clinical#participants#with#avoidant#coping#styles#or#an#overall#reduction#in#helpOseeking#and#engagement#in#services#by#such#individuals,#meaning#that#they#are#not#represented#by#clinical#research#samples.#
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4.4#Impact#of#culture#on#attachment#One#study#removed#analysis#suggested#two#samples#were#exerting#undue#influence#over#the#metaOanalytic#findings#(Quijada#et#al.,#2012;#Ponizovsky#et#al.,#2014).#Whilst#there#were#no#methodological#reasons#to#exclude#these#papers,#the#difference# in# rates# of# attachment#within# these# studies#may# be# due# to# cultural#variations#in#attachment#style.#Both#took#place#in#countries#which#are#found#to#display#more#behaviours# in# line#with#collectivist#societies,#despite#also#holding#individualistic# values# (Hofstede,# Hofstede#&#Minkov,# 1991).# Research# into# the#stability#of#attachment#styles#crossOculturally#has#shown#that#in#countries#which#align# with# collectivist# values# children# display# less# avoidant# and# anxious#attachment#behaviours#when#separated#from#their#careOgiver#due#to#greater#role#of#extended#family#and#the#local#community#within#careOgiving#(van#Ijzendoorn#&#Kroonenberg,#1988).#Therefore,#this#may#explain#the#difference#shown#in#the#relationship#between#attachment#style#and#symptoms#within#these#studies.#It#is#worth#noting,#however,#that#other#studies#included#in#the#analysis#were#also#from#Israel#and#Spain#but#were#not# identified#as#outliers#(Ponizovsky,#Nechamkin#&#Rosca,# 2007;# Sheinbaum,# Bedoya,# RosOMorente,# Kwapil,# &# BarrantesOVidal,#2013).#IntraOculture#variability#in#attachment#style#has#been#shown#to#be#greater#than#crossOcultural#variability#(van#Ijzendoorn#&#Kroonenberg,#1988),#especially#in#countries#that#are#found#to#have#a#combination#of#individualist#and#collectivist#values# (Hofstede,# Hofstede# &#Minkov,# 1991).# Therefore,# this#may# account# for#differences#in#attachment#style#reporting#across#these#studies.#
4.5#Limitations#of#the#review#There# were# several# methodological# limitations# to# the# current# metaOanalysis#which#need#to#be#considered#when#interpreting#the#findings.##
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4.4.1#Heterogeneity#of#effect#size#The# substantial# levels# of# statistical# heterogeneity# displayed# between#studies# means# that# any# conclusions# drawn# from# the# analysis# should# be#interpreted# with# caution# and# limits# the# generalisability# of# the# findings# of# the#review# (Higgins,# Thompson# &# Deeks,# 2003).# # However,# rates# of# insecure#attachment#in#both#the#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples#are#comparable#to#those#reported# in# an# extensive# review# of# attachment# assessment# and# categorisation#suggesting#that,#despite#small#sample#sizes#and#high#variance#in#effect#size,#the#results#are#consistent#with#existing#research#in#this#field#(BakermansOKranenburg#&#van#IJzendoorn,#2009).#
4.4.2#Study#methodologies#and#measurement#As#in#previous#reviews,#a#key#limitation#of#the#current#review#is#that#the#studies#included#were#all#crossOsectional#and#therefore#no#conclusions#about#the#causal#relationship#between#psychosis#and#attachment#can#be#made#(Berry#et#al.,#2007b;# KorverONieber# et# al.,# 2014).# To# fully# understand# this# relationship,#including#whether#attachment#style#is#predictive#of#the#symptoms#of#psychosis#or#whether# attachment# style# changes# as# a# result# of# psychosis,# prospective#longitudinal#studies#are#essential.#However,#an#increasing#number#of#studies#have#included#atOrisk#populations#(Gajwani,#Patterson,#&#Birchwood,#2013,#Quijada#et#al.,# 2012;# Quijada# et# al.,# 2015)# which# goes# some# way# to# address# this#methodological#weakness.##
Differences#across#clinical#and#nonOclinical#studies#in#the#measures#used#to#assess#symptom#severity#also#limit#the#generalisability#of#the#findings.#Whereas#the#majority#of#clinical#studies#used#observer#rated#measures,#the#nonOclinical#and#caseOcontrol#studies#were#more#likely#to#use#selfOreport#measures.#Within#clinical#
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samples,# selfOreport#measures# are# associated#with# reporting# fewer#psychiatric#symptoms# than# when# using# observer# rated# measures,# this# was# found# to# be#especially# prevalent# amongst# individuals# with# psychosis# who# had# avoidant#attachment#styles#(Gumley#et#al.,#2014).#The#use#of#selfOreport#measures#within#caseOcontrol# studies# included# in# the# analysis#may# have# influenced# the# level# of#association#found#between#symptom#severity#and#attachment#styles#and#should#be# taken# into# consideration# when# designing# future# attachment# research# with#individuals#with#psychosis.##
In# addition# to# using# more# selfOreport# measures,# nonOclinical# studies#tended# to# use# more# measures# of# schizotypy# symptoms# than# global# psychosis#symptom#measures.#There#has#been#debate#about#whether#these#measures#are#assessing# subOclinical# symptom# experiences# or# instead# assess# trait#characteristics.# However,# a# recent# review# argued# that# existing# measures# of#schizotypy#are# robust#at#assessing#both#subOclinical#psychotic# like#experiences#and#characterological#traits#(Mason,#2015)#suggesting#that#these#measurements#are#appropriate#for#assessing#the#symptoms#of#psychosis#across#the#continuum.##
4.4.3#Publication#bias#A#final#limitation#of#the#current#analysis#was#lack#of#any#formal#assessment#of#publication#bias.#The#need#to#assess#publication#bias#when#synthesising#results#from# multiple# papers# developed# as# a# result# of# metaOanalytic# techniques#traditionally# being# used# in# intervention# trials,# in# particular# those# funded# by#pharmaceutical#companies,#where#nonOsignificant#results#may#influence#whether#or#not#papers#are#published#(Rothstein,#Sutton#&#Bornstein,#2005).#Attempts#to#limit#the#effect#of#publication#bias#were#carried#out#through#making#search#terms#and#the#process#of#exclusion#and#inclusion#as#transparent#as#possible#to#allow#the#
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reader#to#draw#conclusions#about#the#validity#of#the#data#(Berlin#&#Ghersi,#2005)#and#by#approaching#authors#when#papers#did#not#report#nonOsignificant#results.#Papers# were# excluded# from# the# analysis# if# did# not# report,# or# provide# when#contacted,# complete# statistical# data.# However,# as# no# formal# assessment# of#publication#bias#was#carried#out,#the#current#metaOanalysis#may#be#influenced#by#publication#or#other#selection#bias#limiting#the#validity#and#generalisability#of#the#findings.##
4.5#Clinical#implications:#the#role#of#attachment#in#recovery#The# findings# of# the# current# review# suggest# that# there# is# evidence# of#increased#rates#of#insecure#attachment#in#psychosis#populations#and#that#there#is#a# small# association# with# symptom# severity# across# the# continuum.# Previous#reviews#have#outlined#the#impact#that#insecure#attachment#has#on#engagement#with#services,#and#is#associated#with#increased#hospitalisation#and#lengths#of#stay#on#inpatient#wards#and#recovery#style#(KorverONieberg#et#al.,#2014;#Gumley#et#al.,#2014).#However,#contrary#to#the#findings#of#these#reviews,#the#current#analysis#found#evidence#that#there#are#high#rates#of#individuals#with#psychosis#who#have#a# fearful# attachment# style.# This# finding# is# important# when# considering#therapeutic#engagement#and#the#subsequent#impact#that#will#have#on#recovery.#As# discussed# above,# fearful# attachment# is# understood# to# contribute# to# the#development#of#maladaptive#schemas#(Mason#et#al.,#2005)#which#lead#individuals#to#have#increased#difficulties#with#interpersonal#relating#and#emotion#regulation#in#adulthood#(Young,#Klosko#&#Weishaar,#2003).#Maladaptive#cognitive#schemas#developed# as# a# result# of# early# adversity# are# understood# to# influence# the#interpretation# and# emotional# response# to# the# symptoms# of# psychosis#(Birchwood,# 2003,# Thomas,# Farhall# &# Shawyer,# 2013).# Additionally,# the#
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maladaptive#schemas#that#individuals#with#a#fearful#attachment#style#would#have#developed# in# response# to#early#care#experiences#mean# they#are#more# likely# to#experience#services#as#simultaneously#intrusive#and#rejecting#and#this#may#lead#them#to#struggle#with#continued#contact#with#services#or#to#disengage#at#crucial#points#in#their#treatment#(Bartholomew#&#Horowitz,#1991).#
However,# it# is# also# important# to# remember# that# attachment# can# be# a#protective#factor#as#much#as#it#is#a#risk#factor#and#a#secure#attachment#can#help#to#defend# against# symptoms# and# improve# recovery# outcomes# through# increased#resilience#(Harder,#2014).#As#already#discussed,#there#is#increased#evidence#that#attachment# style# can# change# over# the# lifespan# (Pinquart,# Feußner,# &# Ahnert,#2013).# Therefore,# engagement# with# services# may# give# individuals# with# an#insecure# attachment# style# the# opportunity# to# develop# alternative# coping#strategies#and#interpersonal#relating#styles#which#may#in#turn#improve#recovery#outcomes.# Finally,# attachment# is# only# one# mechanism# in# a# complex# and#heterogeneous#disorder#and#it#is#important#to#think#about#within#the#context#of#multiple#social#and#environmental#factors#which#contribute#to#the#development#and# maintenance# of# symptoms# (Bentall# et# al.,# 2014).# Therefore,# the# role# of#attachment#should#be#incorporated#into#the#broader#bioOpsychoOsocial#model#of#psychosis#to#develop#our#understanding#of#the#complex#interplay#between#these#factors.#
4.6.#Conclusion#The#current#review#is#the#first#to#critically#and#systematically#evaluate#the#relationship# between# attachment# style# and# experience# of# psychosis# within#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples.#The#aim#was#to#quantitatively#summarise#the#data#from#a#variety#of#study#samples#and#methodologies.#In#particular,#the#current#
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analysis# built# on# previous# reviews# by# including# studies# that# reported# on# first#episode# psychosis# and# ultraOhigh# risk# groups# (Gumley# et# al.,# 2014)# as#well# as#those#with#more#enduring#symptoms.#The#review#found#evidence#for#significantly#higher#rates#of#insecure#attachment#in#psychosis#populations.#In#particular,#the#majority# of# individuals# were# found# to# have# fearful# attachment# styles# which#differed#from#previous#findings.#Insecure#attachment#styles#were#also#found#to#be#associated#with#positive#and#negative#symptom#severity#in#both#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples.#The#paper#outlines#a#number#of#methodological# limitations#of#the#current#review#and#the#included#papers.#Moreover,#given#the#high#variability#in#the#findings#presented,#any#conclusions#drawn#should#be#tentative#given#that#this# is# a# fairly# new# area# of# research#within# psychosis.# # Nonetheless,# there# are#important#potential#clinical#implications,#in#particular#in#relation#to#engagement#with#services#and#subsequent#recovery#from#psychosis,#and#the#paper#outlines#consistent# findings# across# both# clinical# and# nonOclinical# samples# supporting# a#continuum#conceptualisation#of#psychosis.#Future#research#in#attachment#should#attempt#to#address#the#issue#of#how#it#relates#to#the#development#of#psychosis#and# the# interaction# between# attachment# style# and# other# socialOenvironmental#risk#and#protective#factors.### #
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Aims:#NICE#(2014)#recommend#trauma#and#PTSD#should#be#assessed#and#treated#in# psychosis.# However,# routine# assessment# is# rare# due# to# the# limitations# of#existing#trauma#measures#making#them#less#suitable#for#this#population.#The#aim#of#the#current#study#was#to#develop#and#validate#a#brief#trauma#screening#tool#for#routine#use# in#psychosis#services,#with#the#aim#of# improving#identification#and#treatment#of#postOtraumatic#stress#reactions.##
Method:# The# Trauma# And# Life# Events# (TALE)# checklist# was# developed# in#conjunction# with# clinical# and# research# experts# in# trauma# and# psychosis.# The#psychometric#properties#(i.e.#testOretest#reliability,#content#validity#and#construct#validity)#of#the#TALE#were#evaluated#in#a#psychosis#sample#(n$=#39)#and#a#nonOclinical#sample#(n#=#121).#The#broader#impact#of#trauma#was#explored#through#exploratory#thematic#analysis#of#clinical#participants’#responses#on#the#TALE.#
Results:# The# TALE# displayed# moderate# psychometric# acceptability# in# the#psychosis#sample.#Psychometric#properties#were#less#robust#in#the#nonOclinical#sample,#which#may#have#been#due#to#low#baseline#rates#of#trauma.#In#the#clinical#sample,#psychosisOrelated# traumas#were# reported# to#have# the#greatest# impact.#High#rates#of#childhood#adversity#were#reported,#in#particular#bullying#and#social#isolation.#Thematic#analysis#of#the#broader#impact#revealed#themes#of#low#selfOesteem,#changed#beliefs#about#the#self#and#difficulties#relating#to#others.#
Conclusions:#The#TALE#is#the#first#screening#tool#specifically#designed#to#meet#the#needs#of# routine# trauma#screening# in#psychosis#services,# in# line#with#NICE#recommendations.# #The#psychometric#results#show#promise.# #Further#research#should#include#validation#of#its#use#in#routine#clinical#services.###
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1.!Introduction!#1.1#Trauma#and#adversity#in#psychosis#The# role# of# early# trauma# in# the# development# of# psychosis# is# now#well#established# (Morrison,# Frame# &# Larkin,# 2003).# A# recent# metaOanalysis# found#individuals# with# psychosis# were# at# least# twice# as# likely# to# have# experienced#childhood#adversity#and#trauma#as#controls# (Varese#et#al.,#2012)#and#reported#rates#of#childhood#sexual#abuse#and#maltreatment#are# found#to#be#high#within#psychosis#populations# (Bebbington#et# al.,# 2011;#Fisher,# et# al.,# 2014;#Matheson,#Shepherd,#Pinchbeck,#Laurens#&#Carr,#2013;#Morrison#et#al.,#2003;#Read,#Agar,#Argyle#&#Aderhold;#2003;#Schäfer#&#Fisher,#2011).#Furthermore,#early#adversity#has# now# been# implicated# as# an# environmental# risk# factor# for# psychosis# with#prospective# studies# suggesting# that# almost# all# types# of# trauma# experienced# in#childhood#and#adolescence#are#associated#with# increased#psychotic# symptoms#(Janssen#et#al.#2004;#Kelleher#et#al.,#2013;#Spauwen#Krabbendam,#Lieb,#Wittchen#&#van#Os,#2006).##
While# research# has# traditionally# focused# on# childhood# experiences# of#physical#and#sexual#abuse#(Bebbington#et#al.,#2011;#Bendall,#et#al.,#2011;#Fisher#et#al.,#2014;#Matheson#et#al.,#2013;#Schäfer#&#Fisher,#2011)#there#is#now#a#growing#body# of# evidence# to# suggest# psychosis# is# associated# with# a# range# of# social#adversities.# In# particular,# experiences# of# loss,# separation# and# witnessing#interpersonal#violence#in#childhood#(Read#et#al.,#2009;#Trotta#et#al.,#2015)#are#all#thought#to#play#a#role#in#the#development#of#psychosis#and#exposure#to#systematic#bullying# from# peers# has# also# been# linked# to# the# development# of# persistent#psychotic#experiences#(Kelleher#et#al.,#2013;#Mackie,#CastellanosORyan#&#Conrod,#2011;# Mackie# et# al.,# 2013;# van# Dam# et# al.,# 2012).# In# addition# to# individual#
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experiences# of# victimisation,# discrimination# at# a# societal# level# has# also# been#linked#to#psychosis.#For#example,#socioeconomic#adversities#including#economic#deprivation#(Harrison#et#al.,#2001),#growing#up#in#care#(Bentall#et#al.,#2012)#living#in#an#urban#environment#(Vassos#et#al.,#2012),#and#migration#(CantorOGraee#&#Selton,#2005),#have#also#been#associated#with#an#increased#risk#of#psychosis.##
Potential#pathways#between# specific# adversities# and# specific# symptoms#are# currently# being# investigated.# Childhood# sexual# and# emotional# abuse# have#been# associated# with# hallucinations# in# psychosis# and# bipolar# disorder# while#neglect# and#physical# victimisation#have#been# linked# to#paranoia# (Bentall# et# al,#2014;#Daalman#et#al.,#2012;#Hammersley#et#al.,#2003;#Hardy#et#al.,#2016;#Read,#van#Os,#Morrison#&# Ross# 2005;# Schäfer,# Ross#&# Read,# 2008).#While# there# is# some#evidence#of#specific#links#between#early#adversity#and#specific#symptoms#there#appears#to#be#more#consistent#evidence#to#suggest#a#global#effect#of#trauma#within#psychosis#(Shevlin#et#al.,#2008;#Longden,#Sampson#&#Read,#2015).#There#is#now#evidence# of# a# doseOresponse# effect# of# exposure# to# childhood# abuse# and#victimisation,#including#peer#bullying,#leading#to#increased#psychotic#symptoms#(Read#et#al.,#2005;#Varese#et#al.,#2012;#Wolke,#Lereya,#Fisher,#Lewis#&#Zammit,#2014).# #Moreover,# the# combination#of# repeated# trauma,# adversity# and# lifetime#stressors#is#believed#to#cumulatively#increase#the#risk#of#developing#psychosis#to#a#greater#degree#than#any#one#identified#adversity#(Morgan#et#al.,#2014).#
1.2#Psychological#mechanisms#Epigenetic# studies# have# highlighted# the# relationship# between# early#deprivation# of# care# and# changes# in# the# function# and# structure# of# the#hypothalamusOpituitaryOadrenal# axis# (HPA),# involved# in# stressOresponse#
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regulation#(Read,#Bentall#&#Fosse,#2009)#suggesting#that#the#association#between#trauma# and# psychosis# is# due# to# changes# in# stressOregulation# function.# Early#exposure# to# adversity# is# associated#with# increased# emotional# reactivity#when#faced#with#future#adverse#events#and#daily#lifetime#stressors#(Lardinois,#Lataster,#Mengelers,# van# Os# &# MyinOGermeys,# 2011;# Mackie# et# al.,# 2011)# suggesting#adversity# in# adulthood# is# a# moderating# factor# in# the# relationship# between#childhood# trauma#and# the#onset#of#psychosis# (Read#et# al.,# 2005;#Morgan#et# al,#2014).#At#the#cognitive#level,#negative#schematic#views#of#the#self#and#others#have#also# been#postulated# as#mediating# the# relationship# between# early# trauma# and#later#psychosis#(Fisher,#AppiahOKusi#&#Grant,#2012;#Gracie#et#al.,#2007).#
1.3#Psychosis#and#treatment#as#traumatic#events#The# experiences# of# psychosis# and# associated# treatment# are# also#conceptualised#as#potentially#traumatic#events#(Morrison#et#al.,#2003)#that#can#markedly#change#an#individual’s#perception#of#themselves#and#the#world#(Bayley,#1996).##Treatment#events#identified#as#particularly#distressing#include#coercion,#involuntary#hospitalisation,#seclusion,#restraint,#witnessing#violence#on#the#ward#and# verbal# abuse# (Cusack,# Frueh,# Hiers,# SuffolettaO# Maierle# &# Bennett,# 2003;#Mueser,# Lu,# Rosenberg# &#Wolfe,# 2010;# Priebe,# Bröker# &# Gunkel,# 1998;# Shaw,#McFarlane#&#Bookless,#1997).#A#recent#review#also#concluded#that#the#symptoms#of#psychosis#can#be#experienced#as#threatening#and#distressing,#particularly#those#relating# to# command# hallucinations# and# delusions# of# being# controlled# (Berry,#Ford,# JellicoeOJones#&#Haddock,#2013).#While# the#experience#of#psychosis#does#not#qualify#as#a#criterion#A#event#(“exposure$to$actual$or$threatened$death,$serious$
injury$or$sexual$violation”)#to#meet#DSMOV#(APA,#2013)#diagnosis#of#posttraumatic#stress#disorder#(PTSD),#individuals’#have#reactions#to#their#psychosis#experiences#
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which# would# warrant# a# PTSD# diagnosis# (Beattie,# Shannon,# Kavanagh# &#Mulholland,# 2009).# Accordingly,# current# ICDO11# proposals# include# the#recommendation# that# PTSD# diagnosis# is# based# on# core# reOexperiencing#symptoms,#while#abolishing#the#trauma#stressor#criterion#(Brewin,#2015;#Brewin,#Lanius,#Novac,#Schnyder#&#Galea,#2009).##
1.4#Impact#of#trauma#in#psychosis## Given#the#high#rates#of#trauma#within#this#population,# it# is#unsurprising#that#PTSD#and#psychosis#commonly#coOoccur.#Prevalence#rates#are#variable#(0O57%),#nonetheless,#there#is#clear#evidence#that#comorbid#PTSD#is#associated#with#higher#rates#of#positive#symptoms#and#worse#clinical#outcomes,#quality#of#life#and#recovery# (Seow# et# al.,# 2016).# Higher# rates# of# dissociative# symptoms,# anxiety,#depression# and# substance# abuse# are# all# associated# with# childhood# trauma# in#individuals#with#psychosis#(PeronaOGarcelán#et#al.,#2010;#Schäfer#&#Fisher,#2011).#Moreover,# research# suggests# that# trauma# has# a# significant# impact# on# the#individual’s#relationships#to#others#and#that#this#affects#therapeutic#engagement#(Berry,#Barrowclough#&#Wearden,#2008;#Pickens#et#al.,#2010)# through#delayed#help# seeking# and# poor# engagement#with# services# (Haahr# et# al.,# 2016;#Mueser,#Rosenberg,#Goodman#&#Trumbetta,#2002).#Therefore,#while#exposure#to#adverse#life#events#may#lead#to#an#increased#risk#of#PTSD#in#individuals#with#psychosis#there# appears# to# be# broader# implications# for# the# individual# that# need# to# be#thought#about#when#working#clinically#(Green,#1994).#
1.5#Assessing#trauma#and#its#impact#in#psychosis#NICE# guidelines# now# recommend# that# Early# Intervention# psychosis#services# assess# for# trauma# (NICE,# 2014),# however,# there# is# a# lack# of# routine#
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assessment#of#both#trauma#history#and#its#consequences#across#the#spectrum#of#psychosis# services,# meaning# persistent# postOtraumatic# stress# difficulties# can#often#go#untreated#and#have#a#detrimental#impact#on#recovery#(Berry#et#al.,#2013;#Read#&#Ross# 2003;#Read# et# al.,# 2006).# Clinicians# report# a# lack# confidence# and#competence# in# assessing# and# treating# trauma# in# psychosis# services# (Bendall,#Jackson,#Hulbert#&#McGorry,#2011)#and# this#may#partly#be#driven#by#a# lack#of#appropriate# clinical# tools# to# comprehensively,# but# briefly,# screen# for# relevant#experiences#of#adversity#and#their#impact.##
While#there#are#a#number#of#methods#of#assessing#trauma#in#the#general#population#there#is#no#one#measure#which#comprehensively#asks#about#the#range#of#events#which#have#been#found#to#be#associated#with#psychosis,#meaning#that#clinicians# need# to# undertake# clinical# interviews# or# use# a# variety# of# selfOreport#measures#to#assess#for#these#experiences.##
1.6#Existing#trauma#screening#tools##Brief#trauma#screening#tools#for#use#with#adults#can#be#categorised#in#two#types;# those# that# focus#on# childhood# events# and# those# that# screen# for# lifetime#trauma#exposure.#Retrospective#childhood#trauma#screening#measures,#such#as#the#Childhood#Trauma#Questionnaire# (CTQOSF;#Bernstein# et# al.,# 2003)# and# the#Childhood#Abuse#and#Trauma#Scale#(CAT;#Sanders#&#BeckersOLausen,#1995),#ask#individuals# about# their# experiences# of# childhood# adversity# incorporating#experiences#of#neglect,#physical#and#sexual#abuse#and#bullying.#However,#they#can#be#somewhat#lengthy,#do#not#include#other#lifetime#traumas,#and#do#not#routinely#explore# the# current# significance# of# these# events# for# the# individual.# Lifetime#trauma#screening#tools#normally#focus#on#objective,#“criterion#A”,#trauma#events#
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(e.g.#combat#exposure,#physical#violence,#serious#accidents#or#sudden#death#of#a#loved#one)#that#could#have#occurred#throughout#the#individual’s#lifespan#(e.g.#the#Life#Stressor#Checklist#Revised#(LSCOR;#Wolfe#&#Kimerling,#1997),#Trauma#History#QuestionnaireORevised# (THQOR;# Hooper,# Stockton,# Krupnick# &# Green,# 2011),#Trauma#History#Screen#(THS;#Carlson#et#al.,#2011)#but#do#not#routinely#ask#about#other#lifetime#stressors,#such#as#victimisation#and#bullying.#These#screening#tools#are# commonly#used#as#a#prerequisite# to#an#assessment# for#PTSD.#However,# as#already#discussed,# the# impact#of# trauma# is#broader# than# just# the# symptoms#of#PTSD#and# in# individuals#with# a# vulnerability# to# stress,#PTSD#can#emerge# from#trauma#which#does#not#meet#objective#PTSD#criteria#suggesting#a#need#for#a#more#comprehensive#screening#tool#(Schäfer,#Colin,#Ross#&#Read,#2008;#Schäfer#et#al.#2012).###
To#date,#only#one#trauma#checklist#measure#has#been#specifically#validated#for# use# in# a# psychosis# population.# The# Trauma# Experience# Checklist# (TEC;#Cristofaro# et# al.,# 2013)#was# developed# to# assess# for# experiences# of# abuse# and#neglect#alongside#stressful#life#events#experienced#in#childhood#and#adolescence#for#young#people#experiencing#psychosis.#It#was#found#to#have#good#psychometric#properties#when#validated#in#a#large#first#episode#psychosis#sample#(Cristofaro#et#al.,#2013).#However,#a#limitation#of#the#TEC#for#routine#clinical#use#is#that#it#is#still#fairly#lengthy#at#41#items#and#therefore#may#not#be#appropriate#for#use#as#a#brief#clinical#tool.#Furthermore,#the#TEC#did#not#ask#about#the#experiences#of#psychosis#and# hospitalisation# and# there# are# currently# no# brief# trauma# checklists# which#include#items#relating#to#these#events.##
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Instead,#researchers#have#either#investigated#these#experiences#through#semi#structured#interviews#(Priebe,#Bröker#&#Gunkel,#1998)#or#developed#their#own#measures,#for#which#psychometric#properties#have#yet#to#be#fully#established#(Cussack#et#al.,#2003).#To#date#there#is#only#one#measure,#the#PTSD#Assessment#Tool#for#Schizophrenia#(PATS;#Mueser#et#al.,#2010),#which#has#been#developed#for#assessing# lifetime,# symptom# and# treatment# related# trauma# and# PTSD# in#psychosis.# However,# as# the# PATS# is# a# semiOstructured# interview# designed# for#research#it#unsuitable#or#practical#for#routine#clinical#use.#As#it#stands,#there#is#currently#no#one#screening#tool#that#assesses#for#lifetime#adversity#and#traumatic#events#as#well#as#trauma#relating#to#psychosis#symptoms#and#treatment.#
1.7#Aims#Therefore,#the#current#paper#describes#the#development#and#validation#of#a#new,#brief#screening#tool#for#use#in#routine#clinical#practice#within#a#psychosis#population#–#the#Trauma#And#Life#Events#checklist#(TALE).#Importantly,#the#TALE#will#be#relevant#to#the#clinical#population,#simple#and#quick#to#administer#to#allow#it# to# be# feasibly# used# and# routinely# adopted# by# services# (Slade,# Thornicroft#&#Glover,#1999).#The#TALE#aims#to#address#the#limitations#of#existing#measures#for#use#within#psychosis#services#by:#
1.! Including#a#comprehensive#checklist#of#trauma#and#adversity#items,#which#could#occur#across#one’s# lifetime#and#which#have#been# identified# in# the#literature# as# being# causally# linked# to# psychosis# (e.g.# childhood# sexual#abuse,# bullying# across# the# lifespan)# as# well# as# adverse# psychotic# and#treatment#experiences.#
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2.! Offering# a# brief,# easy# to# administer# tool# that# will# support# clinicians# in#routine#screening#of#trauma#and#adversity#within#psychosis#services.#
3.! Incorporating# a# brief# assessment# of# the# impact# of# adverse# events,#specifically# by# enquiring# if# traumatic# event(s)# still# affect# the# person# 1Omonth#after#it#occurred#and#by#assessing#the#severity#and#nature#of#such#impact.#The#TALE#will#also#be#administered#alongside#an#existing#PTSD#screening#tool.#
2.!Methodology!2.1#Design#and#structure#of#the#TALE#The#TALE#(Appendix#3)#is#a#brief#checklist#for#use#with#individuals#with#psychosis#which#takes#approximately#15#minutes#to#complete.##The#main#section#of#the#TALE,#Part#A,#consists#of#a#20#item#checklist#covering#a#range#of#traumatic#and#adverse# life#events#which#people#may#have#experienced#across#a# range#of#familial,# social# and# environmental# settings# in# both# childhood# and# adulthood.#Distinct# from#existing# trauma#checklists,# the#TALE#has# four# items#which#cover#experiences# relating# to# psychosis# which#may# be# distressing,# such# as# auditory#hallucinations#and#persecutory#beliefs,#and#contact#with#mental#health#services.#Respondents# are# asked# whether# an# event# happened# to# them# (‘yes’# or# ‘no’#response),# whether# there# was# repeated# exposure# (“did$ it$ happen$ more$ than$
once?”)#and#the#approximate#age#or#age#ranges.#Respondents#are#then#asked#to#identify#any#event#or#events#that#ended#at#least#a#month#ago#and#still#affect#them#now,# and# provide# a# global# rating# of# impact# on# a# scale# of# 0# (not$ at$ all)# to# 10#(extremely$affected).#In#contrast#to#existing#trauma#checklists,#this#allowed#for#the#assessment# of# postOtraumatic# stress# reactions# in# relation# to# type# II,# complex#
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trauma.##For#the#purposes#of#the#psychometric#validation,#in#Part#B,#individuals#who#reported#being#affected#by#event(s)#were#then#assessed#for#potential#PTSD#symptoms# on# the# Trauma# Screening# Questionnaire# (TSQ:# Brewin# et# al.# 2002)#(DSMO5;#APA,#2013).#Finally,#Part#C#aimed#to#explore#the#broader#potential#impact#of#impact#of#the#trauma#beyond#the#core#symptoms#of#PTSD#included#on#the#TSQ#through#an#openOended#question,#“Please$briefly$describe$any$other$ways$the$event$
or$events$currently$impact$on$you?”#
2.2#Item#generation#and#measurement#design#A#review#of# the# literature#examining# the#rates#and# types#of# trauma#and#adversity#most#commonly#experienced#by#individuals#with#psychosis#was#carried#out#by#the#lead#researchers.#Based#on#this#a#longOlist#of#adverse#lifetime#events#found#to#be#associated#with#psychosis#was#developed#(i.e.#childhood#sexual#abuse,#bullying,# discrimination)# for# inclusion# in# the# checklist.# Existing# trauma#questionnaires#were#also#reviewed#and#events#commonly#included#in#these#(i.e.#accidents,#serious#illness,#death#of#a#loved#one)#were#also#included.#These#findings#were#pooled#and#the#lead#researchers#generated#an#initial#checklist#of#16#items#and#an#open#item#about#“other#events”#to#account#for#any#experiences#not#yielded#by#the#checklist#items.##
In#accordance#with#Slade#et#al.#(1999)#and#following#discussion#with#staff#in#services#working#with#people#with#psychosis,#it#was#decided#that#the#length#of#the#TALE#should#be#kept#to#a#minimum#so#as#not#to#discourage#clinicians#from#routinely#using#it#within#clinical#services.#Therefore,#it#was#agreed#that#the#TALE#would#not#be#longer#than#two#sides#of#A4#paper#to#aid#the#ease#of#administration.##
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Item#order#was#planned#so#as#to#aid#rapport#and#reduce#stigma#or#shame#by#asking#about#experiences#of#abuse#and#unwanted#sexual#experiences# in# the#second#half#of#the#checklist#(Beck#at#al.,#2004).#The#question#format#was#designed#to#allow#the#person#administering#it#to#collect#information#on#the#types#and#rates#of# trauma# experience# (e.g.# by# giving# several# prompt# examples# for# each# item)#whilst#minimising#the#demand#on#the#respondent#to#recall#and#disclose#specific#details#of#trauma#or#stressful#event#exposure#by#only#requiring#yes/no#responses#and#details#of#approximate#ages#or#age#ranges.##
2.3#Expert#opinion#and#piloting#Expert# clinicians# and# researchers#within# the# fields# of# trauma,#measure#development#and#psychosis#were#consulted#in#the#development#of#the#TALE.#The#TALE# was# also# reviewed# by# the# FASTOR# (Feasibility# And# Support# to# Timely#recruitment# for# Research)# service# user# research# department# at# Kings# College#London.# The# lead# researchers# met# with# experts# in# the# fields# of# trauma# and#psychosis# to# discuss# their# experiences# of# using# existing# trauma# checklists# in#research#and#routine#clinical#work#before#being#asked#to#provide#feedback#on#the#TALE#(Appendix#4).#Specifically,#experts#were#consulted#about#ease#of#use,#length,#clarity#of#instructions#and#language,#potential#impact#for#respondent#and#clinical#application.# Experts# were# also# invited# to# provide# any# further# comments# or#feedback#that#they#felt#was#pertinent#to#the#development#of#the#checklist.###
Piloting#of#the#TALE#was#carried#out#within#routine#service#use#by#clinical#psychologists#in#the#Psychosis#Recovery#pathways#of#South#London#and#Maudsley#NHS#Trust.#
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2.4#Item#refinement#Following# expert# clinicians,# researchers# and# service# user# feedback# and#piloting#the#measure#within#a#routine#clinical#work,#the#TALE#was#expanded#from#17# to# 20.# Questions# relating# to# bullying# and# contact# with# health# and# justice#systems#were#both#expanded#from#one#to#two#items#and#a#question#asking#about#exposure# to#war# and# civil# unrest#was# included.# Previously# this# item#had#been#excluded#because#there#was#limited#evidence#from#the#literature#that#people#seen#in#psychosis#services#have#increased#exposure#to#war#and#precedence#had#been#given#to#items#that#focused#on#lifetime#interpersonal#trauma#and#victimisation.#However,#several#experts#commented#on#the#relevance#of#this#item#in#the#general#PTSD#literature#and#therefore#it#was#included#in#the#final#version#of#the#TALE#for#comprehensiveness.###
Minor#alterations#to#the#wording#of#items#and#more#explicit#examples#for#items#were#provided#to#help#increase#the#accessibility#of#the#measure#for#both#the#administrator# and# respondent.# Item# ordering# and# wording# was# reviewed# at#several#points#throughout#data#collection#to#aid#the#continual#development#of#the#measure.#As#a#result#of#this#the#ordering#of#two#items#was#changed,#permanent#loss#and#a#period#of#separation,#and#additional#examples#were#included#for#items#relating#to#the#symptoms#of#psychosis.#




TestPretest$reliability#O#Temporal#stability#was#assessed#for#overall#event#reporting# and# item# by# item#with# a# smaller# sample# of# clinical# and# nonOclinical#participants#two#weeks#after#the#initial#assessment#session.#Agreement#of#overall#event# reporting# at# Time# 1# and# Time# 2# were# assessed# through# correlation#coefficients.#Item#by#item#temporal#stability#was#assessed#using#Cohen’s#(1960)#kappa# coefficients# of# agreement# (κ)# and# absolute# percentage# agreement.# The#following#conventions#of#agreement#were#used#for#the#interpretation#of#kappa.#
Table'1:'Conventions'of'acceptable'levels'of'measurement'agreement'
Kappa!value! # #<#0.00## Poor## Less#than#chance#agreement##0.01#to#0.20## Slight## Slight#agreement##0.21#to#0.40## Fair## Fair#agreement##0.41#to#0.60## Moderate## Moderate#agreement##0.61#to#0.80## Substantial## Substantial#agreement##0.81#to#0.99## Almost#Perfect## Almost#perfect#agreement##(Viera#&#Garrett,#2005)#
Both# percentage# absolute# agreement# and# kappa# were# used# to# assess#reliability# due# to# the# fact# that#while# percentage# agreement# allows# for# ease# of#interpretation#it#does#not#control#for#chance#agreement#(Hallgren,#2012).#Kappa#was#developed#in#response#to#this#limitation#and#therefore#is#not#influenced#by#chance#agreement,#however,#it#is#sensitive#to#low#rates#of#reporting#and#cannot#
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be# computed#when# variables# present# as# a# constant# (Pett,# 1997;# Suen#&# Arey,#1989).#Additionally,# kappa# is# influenced#by# any# symmetrical# imbalance# across#marginal#scores,#which#can#lead#to#a#reduction#in#kappa#even#when#agreement#is#high#(Feinstein,#&#Cicchetti,#1990).#
Internal$consistency#O#Internal#reliability#was#not#assessed#as#it#is#not#found#to#be#appropriate#for#inventories#of#events#due#to#that#fact#that#exposure#to#one#event#does#not#infer#exposure#to#any#other#event#per#se#and#therefore#measures#of#event#exposure#are#not#expected#to#show#high#internal#consistency#(Netland,#2001).#Similarly,#as#the#TALE#is#a#selfOreport#measure#interOrater#reliability#was#also#not#assessed.#




Construct$validity:$convergence$with$other$measures#O#Convergent#validity#with#existing# trauma#screening# tools#was#carried#out# for#overall# trauma#event#reporting#through#correlation#coefficients.#LikeOitem#validation#was#also#carried#out#by#comparing#selected#items#on#the#TALE#against#“bestOmatched”#items#from#existing# trauma# checklists# and# scales# (i.e.# describing# similar# events# or#experiences)#through#percentage#absolute#agreement#and#kappa#coefficients#of#agreement.# A# total# of# 13# items# from# the# TALE# were# identified# as# part# of# the#planned# analysis# for# comparison# against# existing# measure# items.# A# full#description# of#measures# used# is# provided# in# section# 3.2# (Measures),# however,#they#are#referred#to#here#to#aid#understanding#of#the#validation#procedure.##
As#the#TALE#is#a#brief#screening#tool,#it#was#often#the#case#that#one#item#on#the#TALE#would#be#represented#by#several#matched#items#on#existing#measures.#For# example,# the# TALE# has# one# question# for# each# subcategory# of# childhood#adversity#(emotional#abuse,#emotional#neglect,#physical#abuse,#physical#neglect,#sexual#abuse),#however,#each#of#these#items#is#accounted#for#by#five#items#on#the#Childhood# Trauma# Questionnaire# (CTQOSF;# Bernstein# et# al.,# 2003)# which# are#calculated#to#produce#a#subscale#score# for#each#category.#Therefore,#endorsing#any#of#the#five#items#on#the#CTQOSF#was#encoded#as#having#experienced#it#and#compared# against# endorsement# of# the# equivalent# one# item# on# the# TALE.# In#addition#to#the#collapsing#of#items,#scores#were#converted#to#the#same#metric#to#aid# validation.# Specifically,# the# CTQOSF# and# PTSD# Assessment# Tool# for#Schizophrenia#(PATS;#Mueser#et#al.,#2010)#were#collapsed#down#to#dichotomous#responses#(no,#yes)#to#allow#for#comparison#against#like#items#on#the#TALE.#The#Trauma#History#Screen# (THQ;#Green,#1996)#already#has#a#dichotomous#metric#and# so# no# conversions# of# this#measure#were# necessary.# The# THQ# also# has# an#
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equivalent#scaled#rating#system#(i.e.#no,#once,#more#than#once)#to#the#TALE,#which#allowed#cumulative#trauma#exposure#at#a#global#reporting#level#between#the#THQ#and#TALE.#
It# was# hypothesised# that# convergent# validity# of# the# TALE# would# be#moderate#given#that#the#measure#includes#several#items#that#are#not#traditionally#included# in# trauma#checklists#and# therefore#direct# comparisons#are# restricted.#This#prediction#was#in#line#with#the#psychometric#properties#of#existing#trauma#measures#(Carlson#et#al.,#2004;#Gray#et#al.,#2004;#Hooper#et#al.,#2011;#Kubany#et#al.,#2000).##
In# the#clinical# sample,# it#was#predicted# that# items#relating# to#unwanted#sexual#contact,#psychosis#symptoms#and#adverse#treatment#experiences#would#show# the# strongest# relationship# to# existing# trauma# items# as# these# items#were#most#directly#comparable#against#existing#checklist#items.#Within#the#nonOclinical#comparison# group,# levels# of# agreement#were# expected# to# be# lower# due# to# the#restricted#range#of#likely#trauma#exposure#in#this#sample#influencing#kappa.#
Construct$validity:$relationship$to$outcomes$–#Validity#of#the#TALE#was#also#examined#in#relation#to#outcomes#on#symptom#measures#through#correlational#analysis.# Individuals# who# reported# more# traumatic# events# were# predicted# to#report#higher#rates#of#global#impact,#have#more#PTSD#symptoms#on#the#TSQ#and#PTCI,# more# frequent# psychotic# symptoms# (clinical# sample)# or# psychoticOlike#experiences#(nonOclinical#sample).###
Construct$ validity:$ hypothesis$ testing# –# The# final# method# of# measure#validation,#described# in#Study#3,#was#evaluating# the#construct#validity# through#hypotheses#testing#(COSMIN;#Mokkink#et#al.,#2010).#It#was#anticipated#that,#in#line#
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with# the# current# literature,# the# psychosis# sample# would# be# found# to# have#experienced# significantly# more# trauma# and# adversity# than# the# nonOclinical#sample#when#assessed#using#the#TALE.#As#a#result,#the#clinical#sample#would#also#have#significantly#higher#stress#response#symptoms#overall#compared#with#the#nonOclinical#sample.#
2.6.#Exploratory#analysis#of#other#impacts#In#addition#to#establishing#psychometric#properties#of# the#TALE#for#use#within#a#psychosis# sample,# study#4# reports#data# from#an#exploratory# thematic#analysis# of# clinical# participants’# answers# to# the# question# “Briefly$ describe$ any$
other$ways$the$event$or$events$currently$impact$on$you?”.#This#was#carried#out#to#investigate#whether#individuals#with#psychosis#experienced#any#further#impact#as#a#result#of#trauma#and#adversity#which#may#not#have#been#captured#through#measurements#of#symptom#severity#and#postOtraumatic#reactions#(Berry#et#al.,#2008;#Haahr#et#al.,#2016;#Mueser#et#al.,#2002#PeronaOGarcelán#et#al.,#2010;#Pickens#et#al.,#2010#Schäfer#&#Fisher,#2011).#
2.7#Power#calculation#and#sample#size#Power# analysis# for# the# current# study#was# informed# by# Cristofaro# et# al.#(2013).# The# authors# examined# the# psychometric# properties# of# the# Trauma#Experiences#Checklist#(TEC;#Nijenhuis,#van#der#Hart#&#Kruger,#2002)#in#a#firstOepisode# psychosis# population# by# correlating# responses# to# items# relating# to#interpersonal#abuse#and#family#stress#against#comparable#items#on#the#CTQOSF#(Bernstein#et#al.,#2003).#Scores#from#the#TEC#were#substantially#associated#with#the# CTQOSF# on# physical# (r=.42,# p<.001),# emotional# (r=.57,# p<.001)# and# sexual#abuse# (r=.46,#p<.001).# Based# on# these# findings# and# a# desired#power# =# 80%,# a#
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power# calculation#was# carried#out#using# “G*Power#3”# (Faul,#Erdfelder,#Lang#&#Buchner,# 2007).# The# required# clinical# sample# size# for# the# current# study# was#estimated#at#N#=#63.#
A# post# hoc# power# calculation# using# the# same# subscales# as# reported# by#Cristofaro# et# al.# (2013)# was# used# to# calculate# the# obtained# power# within# the#clinical#sample#TALE#validation#study.#A#total#of#39#participants#were#recruited#and#matched# item# scores# on# the# TALE#were# substantially# correlated#with# the#CTQOSF# on# physical# (Cramer’s#V# =# .44,# p<.05),# emotional# (V# =# .55,# p<.05)# and#sexual# abuse# (V# =# .95,# p<.001).# Based# on# the# lowest# relationship# reported#(physical#abuse)#with#α#set#at#5%,#β#=#.82#or#82%#meaning#the#minimum#desired#power#was#achieved.#
2.8#Data#collection#Recruitment# and# data# collection# was# carried# out# in# conjunction# with#another#UCL#DClinPsy#candidate,#Sophie#MarshOPicksley#(MarshOPicksley,#2016)#with#the#overarching#theme#of#investigating#the#relationship#between#trauma#and#psychosis# (Appendix# 10).# Participants# recruited# in# the# current# study# were#screened#for#PTSD#symptoms#as#part#of#the#validation#analysis.#Individuals#who#were#found#to#currently#be#experiencing#reliving#symptoms#(i.e.#intrusive#trauma#memories,#reOexperiencing)#were#then#interviewed#about#their#intrusive#trauma#memories#as#part#of#research#project#carried#out#by#the#fellow#trainee.##
2.9#Data#analysis## All#quantitative#analysis#was#carried#out#using#SPSS#v.21#(IBM,#2013)#and#thematic#analysis#was#carried#out#using#NVivo#v.10# (QSR# International,#2012).#
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Due# to# positive# skew#and#outliers#within# the#nonOclinical# data,# all# nonOclinical#variables#were#transformed#before#being#analysed.#
2.10#Ethics#All# participants# needed# to# provide# written# consent# to# take# part# in# the#research.# The# study# was# reviewed# by# London# Queens# Square# NHS# Research#Ethics# Committee# and# granted# favourable# opinion# (ref:# 15/LO/1486).# See#appendices#6#–#9#for#all#ethics#documentation.#
3.!Study!1:!Clinical!sample!The#aim#of#this#study#was#to#investigate#the#reliability#and#validity#of#the#TALE# within# a# sample# of# the# population# for# whom# it# was# designed,# namely#individuals#with#psychosis.#
3.1#Sample#and#setting#A# total# of# 39# participants#were# recruited# between#December# 2015# and#April#2016#from#eight#community#mental#health#teams#in#North#East#London#and#East#London#NHS#Trusts.#The#majority#of#participants#were#recruited#from#Early#Intervention#Services#(n$=#22)#while#the#remainder#were#from#Secondary#Care#Psychology#(n#=#10)#or#Psychosis#Recovery#Services#(n#=#7).#Criteria#for#inclusion#in#the#study#were#that#all#participants#had#experience#of#psychosis#or#were#being#treated# by# a# service# which# worked# exclusively# with# individuals# who# were#experiencing# psychosis,# were# aged# 16# years# or# over,# did# not# have# a# primary#diagnosis# of# learning# disability,# head# injury# or# substance#misuse,# could# speak#English#and#were#able#to#provide#written#consent#to#take#part#in#the#research.##
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3.2#Measures#
Trauma$assessment#–#In#addition#to#the#TALE,#trauma#event#exposure#was#assessed#by#completing#the#Trauma#History#Questionnaire#(THQ;#Green,#1996),#Childhood# Trauma# Questionnaire# (CTQOSF;# Bernstein# et# al.,# 2003)# and#appropriate#parts#of#the#PTSD#Assessment#Tool#for#Schizophrenia#(PATS;#Mueser,#Lu,#Rosenberg#&#Wolfe,#2010)#for#trauma#events#relating#to#hospitalisation#and#symptoms.##
The#THQ#is#a#24#item#checklist#of#common#traumatic#events#categorized#into# events# relating# to# crime,# general# disaster# and# physical# and# sexual#experiences.# The# measure# asks# about# exposure# (i.e.# ‘yes’# or# ‘no’)# rate# (i.e.#approximate#number#of#times,#repeated)#and#for#respondents#to#report#ages#at#which#the#events#occurred.#The#THQ#has#been# found#to#have# fair# to#good#testOretest#reliability#and#good#interOrater#reliability#(Hooper#et#al.,#2011).#Convergent#and#construct#validity#have#also#been#found#to#be#robust#across#a#range#of#studies,#including#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples#in#the#USA#and#nonOEnglish#speaking#countries#(Hooper#et#al.,#2011).#
The#CTQOSF# is#a#28# item#questionnaire#which#asks# to# rate#how#a# list#of#statements#relating#to#their#childhood#experiences#on#a#fiveOpoint#scale#ranging#from# ‘never# true’# to# ‘very# often# true’.# Once# scored# the# questionnaire# provides#subscales#of# severity#of# exposure# to# emotional,# physical# and# sexual# abuse#and#emotional#and#physical#neglect.#Good#internal#consistence#and#validity#have#been#demonstrated#across#gender#and#ethnicity#(Bernstein#et#al.,#2003;#Thombs#Lewis,#Bernstein,# Medrano# &# Hatch,# 2007)# and# good# testOretest# reliability# (Paivio# &#Cramer,#2004).#
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The#PATS#is#semiOstructured#interview#which#was#modified#for#use#by#the#authors# from# the# unpublished# PTSD# Assessment# Tool# for# Schizophrenia#(WilliamsOKeeler,# 1999).# The# interview#was#designed# to# specifically# ask# about#postOtraumatic#reactions#to#experiences#of#psychosis#and#its#treatment.#The#first#part# asks# about# symptom# events# (e.g.# “Did# you# believe# that# groups# of# people#wanted#to#hurt#you?”)#while#the#second#part#focuses#on#treatment#experiences#(e.g.# “Have# you# ever# been# held# down# and# forced# to# take# medication?”).#Interviewees#are#then#asked#to#briefly#describe#any#of#the#events#that#they#have#experienced#before#being#asked#about#continued#distress#and#PTSD#symptoms#in#response#to#these#events.#Permission#was#sought#from#the#authors#to#use#parts#of#the#interview#in#the#current#study.#Specific#questions#relating#to#symptoms#and#treatment#were#included#in#the#current#study#but#further#descriptive#detail#was#not#sought#as#part#of#the#current#research.##
Impact$of$trauma#–#The#Trauma#Screening#Questionnaire#(TSQ;#Brewin#et#al.,#2002)#is#a#brief#ten#item#screening#questionnaire#to#assess#for#the#presence#of#PTSD#by#asking#about#core#symptoms#of#reOexperiencing#and#hyperarousal.#The#questionnaire#is#in#yes/no#format#and#a#score#of#six#or#more#has#been#found#to#show# good# predictive# validity# for# PTSD# diagnosis# in# the# general# population#(Walter,#Bisson#&#Shepherd,#2007)#and#in#psychosis#(de#Bont#et#al,#2015),#and#found#to#be#comparable#to#clinical#interview#in#diagnostic#capability#(Brewin#et#al.,#2002).#
Posttraumatic# Cognitions# Inventory# (PTCI;# Foa,# Ehlers,# Clark,# David# &#Orsillo,#1999)# is#a#33Oitem#questionnaire#where#respondents#are#asked#to#rate#how#much#they#agree#with#a#list#of#statements#focused#on#negative#perceptions#of#
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the# world,# themselves# and# experiences# of# selfOblame# on# a# scale# of# 1# (totally#disagree)#to#7#(totally#agree).#In#the#original#study#the#PTCI#was#found#to#have#excellent# internal# consistence# and# good# testOretest# reliability# as# well# as#correlating#with#other#symptom#measures#(Foa#et#al.,#1999).#
Symptom$ severity# –# Psychosis# symptom# severity#was# assessed#with# the#Community#Assessment#of#Psychic#Experiences#(CAPE:#Stefanis#et#al.,#2002).#The#CAPE# consists# of# 42# symptom# items# on#which# respondents# rate# frequency# of#experience#on#a# scale#of#1# (never)# to#4# (nearly#always)#and#distressed# (1:#not#distressed# to# 4:# very# distressed).# The# completed# questionnaire# produces#frequency#and#distress#scores#for#three#dimensional#subscales:#positive,#negative#and#depressive.#The#CAPE#has#been#validated#in#clinical#and#nonOclinical#samples#and# found# to# reliably# assess# positive,# negative# and# depressive# symptoms#(Hanssen,# Peeters,# Krabbendam,# Radstake,# Verdoux# &# van# Os,# 2003;# Konings,#Hanssen,#van#Os#&#Krabbendam,#2006).#
3.3#Procedure#Eligible#participants#were#identified#by#their#clinical#teams#and#provided#with#brief#information#about#the#study#before#being#contacted#by#one#of#the#study#researchers#to#discuss#the#research#in#more#detail.#Once#verbal#consent#had#been#obtained,# participants# were# met# at# either# the# mental# health# team# that# they#attended# or# at# home# by# one# of# the# researchers.# Researchers# then# asked#participants#to#provide#demographic#information#and#details#of#the#length#of#time#in#service,#duration#of#illness#and#diagnosis.#Measures#were#then#completed#by#the#researcher#asking#the#participant#the#questions#on#each#of#the#questionnaires.#The#interview#was#structured#so#that#all#participants#completed#the#TALE#first#
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and# individuals#who#reported#a#current# impact#of#any#of# the#events#were#then#screened# for#PTSD#using# the#TSQ.#They# then#completed# the# remaining# trauma#exposure#questionnaires#before#the#PTCI#and#CAPE.#All#participants#received#£10#for#their#participation.##
A# sample# of# participants# were# also# asked# to#meet# with# the# researcher#again#two#weeks#later#to#complete#the#TALE#again#as#part#of#the#retest#reliability,#for#which#they#were#paid#a#further#£5.#






Variable! ! !N'=!39!!Age# # M#=#32.59##(SD$13.54)## # %#Gender# Male# 51.3## Female# 48.7#Ethnicity# White#British# 35.9## White#Other# 12.8## Black/Black#British# 25.7## Asian/British#Asian# 18.1## Mixed# 7.7#Education# No#qualifications# 15.4## Secondary# 20.5## Further#education# 41## Higher#education# 23#Service#type# Early#Intervention# 56## Secondary#Care#Psychology# 26## Psychosis#Recovery#Services# 18#Duration#of#illness# <#1#year# 17.9## 1#–#2#years# 17.9## 3#–#4#years# 20.5## 5#–#10#years# 17.9## >#10#years# 25.6#Time#in#current#service# <#1#year# 30.8## 1#O2#years# 25.6## 2#–#4#years# 15.4## >#5#years# 28.2#ICD10#diagnosis# F20#Schizophrenia# 20.5## F21#Schizotypal#disorder# 2.6## F25#Schizoaffective#disorder# 5.1## F29#Unspecified#psychosis# 43.6## F30O32#Affective#disorders# 28.2##
The#most# commonly#endorsed#events# in# the#clinical# sample#were# those#relating# to#psychosis# symptoms# (82%,#n$=#32)# and# treatment# (74.4%,#n$=#29)#followed#by#bullying#(66.7%,#n$=#26)#and#discrimination#(61.5%,#n$=#24).#The#least#frequently#endorsed#was#exposure#to#war#and#civil#unrest#(7.7%,#n$=#3)#followed#
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exposure!(%)!1.#Exposure#to#war#and#civil#unrest# 3#(7.7)# 1#(33.3)#2.#Permanent#separation#or#loss# 21#(58.8)# 13#(61.9)#3.#Period#of#separation#from#caregiver# 19#(48.7)# 10#(52.6)#4.#Unexpected#move#or#loss#of#home# 24#(61.5)# 13#(54.2)#5.#Bullying# 26#(66.7)# 25#(96.2)#6.#Discrimination# 25#(64.1)# 22#(88)#7.#Emotional#abuse# 25#(64.1)# 22#(88)#8.#Physical#abuse# 17#(43.6)# 15#(88.2)#9.#Witnessing#violence#at#home# 22#(56.4)# 21#(95.5)#10.#Violence#outside#of#home# 18#(46.2)# 11#(61.1)#11.#Emotional#neglect# 17#(43.6)# 17#(100)#12.#Physical#neglect# 10#(25.6)# 9#(90)#13.#Childhood#sexual#abuse# 18#(46.2)# 13#(72.2)#14.#Unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood# 8#(20.5)# 5#(62.5)#15.#Psychosis#(symptoms)# 32#(82)# 28#(87.5)#16.#Psychosis#(unusual#behaviours)# 22#(56.4)# 16#(72.7)#17.#Psychosis#(treatment/hospitalisation)# 29#(74.4)# 19#(65.5)#18.#Other#experiences#with#health/justice#service# 14#(35.9)# 11#(78.6)#19.#Accidents#and#illnesses# 18#(46.2)# 4#(22.2)#20.#Any#other#events# 19#(48.7)# 13#(68.4)##
3.4.2.Reliability#
TestPretest$reliability#–#To#ascertain#temporal#stability#the#TALE#was#reOadministered#to#a#subsample#of#clinical#participants#who#researchers#met#with#between#7#and#28#days#(M$=#19,#SD#=#6.13)#after#the#initial#study#meeting.#Of#the#39#original#participants,#51%#(n#=#20)#took#part#in#the#second#assessment,#18%#(n# =#7)# refused,#15.5%# (n# =#6)# researchers#were#unable# to# reach# to# arrange#a#
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follow#up#and#15.5%#(n#=#6)#were#not#invited#back#due#to#there#not#being#enough#time# to# arrange# a# second#meeting# before# the# end# of# data# collection.# The# two#groups# were# compared# to# ascertain# whether# there# were# any# significant#differences#between# those#who#attended# the# follow#up#session#and# those#who#were#not# followed#up.#No#group#differences#were# found# in#age,#gender,# illness#duration,# length# of# time# in# service,# symptom# severity# or# number# of# events#reported.#The#groups#did#differ#significantly#on#impact#of#trauma#with#the#retest#group#having#significantly#more#symptoms#on#the#TSQ#(retest:#M#=#6.47,#SD#=#2.65;#nonOretest:#M#=#4.37,#SD#=#2.83);#t(36)#=#O2.36,#p<.05.#
The# TALE# appeared# to# be# reasonably# stable# over# time# as# assessed# by#overall# event# reporting# and# itemObyOitem# comparisons.# TestOretest# correlation#for#the#TALE#total#number#of#endorsed#items#based#on#dichotomised#reporting#(i.e.#yes/no#responses),#r$=# .90,#p<.001#and#cumulative#scores#(i.e.#never,#once,#more# than# once),# r$=# .95,#p<.001,# showed# good# temporal# consistency.# Table# 4#displays# the# absolute# agreement# and# kappa# statistic# for# each# item.# Absolute#agreement# across# the# items# was# high# (≥70%)# and# all# but# four# items# showed#moderate#agreement#or#higher#as#indicated#by#kappa#(all#but#four#items:#κ#≥.47,#
p<.05)# based# on# dichotomised# responses.# The# item# assessing# physical# neglect#showed# perfect# agreement# across# time# (κ# =# 1.00,# p<.001)# while# childhood#experiences# of# sexual# abuse# (κ$=# .90,#p<.001)# and# emotional# neglect# (κ# =# .89,#
p<.001)#appeared#to#display#almost#perfect#agreement.#Four#items#did#not#meet#conventional#standards#for#adequate#reliability.#Items#18#and#19#both#showed#fair#agreement#based#on#kappa#(Item#18:$κ$=#.39,#p$=#.07;#Item#19:#κ$=#.39,#p#=#.08),#however,#absolute#agreement#on#these#items#was#moderate#to#high#(Item#18#=#
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Kappa!1.#Exposure#to#war#and#civil#unrest# 90# .61*#2.#Permanent#separation#or#loss# 75# ##.43#3.#Period#of#separation#from#caregiver# 80# .60*#4.#Unexpected#move#or#loss#of#home# 80# #.47**#5.#Bullying# 90# .78*#6.#Discrimination# 75# #.47**#7.#Emotional#abuse# 80# .57**#8.#Physical#abuse# 90# .80*#9.#Witnessing#violence#at#home# 85# .70*#10.#Violence#outside#of#home# 75# ##.50**#11.#Emotional#neglect# 95# .89*#12.#Physical#neglect# 100# 1.00*#13.#Childhood#sexual#abuse# 95# #.90*#14.#Unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood# 90# .79*#15.#Psychosis#(symptoms)# 90# .62*#16.#Psychosis#(unusual#behaviours)# 75# ##.50**#17.#Psychosis#(treatment/hospitalisation)# 75# .52*#18.#Other#experiences#with#health/justice#service# 80# .39#19.#Accidents#and#illnesses# 70# .39#20.#Any#other#events# 45# O0.038#*sig#at#<0.01#**#sig#<0.05#3.4.3.#Validity#
Construct$validity:$convergence$with$other$measures#–#Convergent#validity#was# assessed# through# overall# trauma# reporting# convergence# and# comparing#items# on# the# TALE# against# likeOitems# or# item# groupings# from# existing# trauma#measures.#Convergence#rates#of#like#items#are#displayed#in#Table#5.#Overall#and#cumulative#event#rates#were#correlated#between#the#TALE#and#THQ.#Both#were#found# to# be# strongly# and# positively# correlated# (total# score:$ r# =# .69,# p<.001;#
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cumulative#score:#r#=#.63,#p<.001)#suggesting#that#overall#trauma#reporting#was#comparative#to#existing#trauma#screening#tools.##
Of#the#13#items#assessed,#5#reached#a#kappa#greater#than#.40,#suggesting#moderate# item# agreement.# Items# relating# to# sexual# abuse#were#most# strongly#associated# with# existing# trauma# items,# with# both# childhood# and# adult# sexual#abuse#items#indicating#almost#perfect#item#agreement#(childhood#sexual#abuse:$κ#=#.95,#p<.001;#unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood:#κ#=#.93,#p<.001).##
As#with# testOretest# reliability,# some# items#appeared# to#be# influenced#by#marginal# scores#meaning# that# they# showed# high# absolute# agreement# but# low#kappa.#This#was#the#case#for#Item#1#which#asks#about#exposure#to#war#and#civil#unrest,#which#only#three#participants#endorsed.#This#meant#that#while#it#had#high#convergence# of# absolute# percentage# (89.7%)# it# displayed# less# than# chance#convergence#as#assessed#by#kappa#(κ#=#O.026,#p#=#.78).#This#was#also#the#case#for#Item# 15# which# asked# about# symptoms# of# psychosis,# which# 32# of# the# 39#participants# reported#as# traumatic#meaning# that#absolute#agreement#was#high#(82.1%)#while#kappa#agreement#was#low#(k$=#.17,#p$=#.08).##







TALE!event!item! Trauma!History!Questionnaire!(THQ)1!1.#War/conflict#exposure# 89.7# ##O.026#2.#Loss/death#of#loved#one# 46.2# O.03#8.#Physical#abuse# 71.8# ###.42*#10.#Physical#aggression# 56.4# ####.13**#14.#Unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood# 97.4# ###.93*#19.#Accidents#and#illnesses# 48.7# ##.03#
Childhood!Trauma!Questionnaire!(CTQSSF)2!7.#Emotional#abuse# 79.5# .51*#8.#Physical#abuse#(childhood)# 64.1# .38*#11.#Emotional#neglect# 59# #.24**#12.#Physical#neglect# 25.6# NAa#13.#Sexual#abuse#in#childhood# 97.4# .95*#
PTSD!Assessment!Tool!for!Schizophrenia!(PATS)3!15.#Psychosis#(symptoms)# 82.1# .17#16.#Psychosis#(behaviours)# 59# .10#17.#Treatment#and#hospitalisation# 84.6# ##.62*#*p<0.01#**p<0.05#a#Unable#to#compute#kappa#because#variables#are#constant##1#Green,#1996#2Bernstein#et#al.,#2003#3Mueser#et#al.,#2010#
$
Construct$validity:$relationship$to$outcomes$–#In#addition#to#item#analysis,#TALE#validation#was#evaluated#through#its#relationship#to#outcomes#(see#Table#6).#The#relationship#between#TALE#total#scores#and#TSQ#scores#was#found#to#be#moderate# (r# =# .37,# p<.05)# and# this# relationship# was# greater# for# the# TALE#cumulative# score# (r# =# .# 45,#p<.001).# Cumulative# scores#on# the#TALE#were# also#positively# correlated# with# PTCI# total# scores# (r# =# .41,# p<.05)# and# two# of# the#subscales;#beliefs#about#self#(r#=#.41,#p<.05)#and#beliefs#about#the#world#(r#=#.50,#
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score!TSQ# .37*# .45*#PTCI#total# .31# .41*#PTCI#self# .31# .41*#PTCI#world# .42*# .50*#PTCI#blame# .19# .27#CAPE#total# .28# .37*#CAPE#positive# .35*# .41*#CAPE#negative# .05# .13#CAPE#depression# .29# .39*#Controlling#for#symptoms# TSQ# .25# .29#PTCI#total# .17# .21#PTCI#self# .16# .20#PTCI#world# .33# .27#PTCI#blame# .03# .07#*p<0.05##CAPE#(Community#Assessment#of#Psychic#Experiences;#Stefanis#et#al.,#2002)#PTCI#(Posttraumatic#Cognitions#Inventory,#Foa#et#al.,#1999)#TSQ#(Trauma#Screening#Questionnaire;#Brewin#et#al.,#2002)## As# many# of# the# events# which# people# endorsed# on# the# TALE# had# been#experienced#throughout#their#lifetime#and#often#prolonged#periods#of#time,#it#was#possible#that#many#would#no#longer#feel#that#it#was#having#an#acute#impact#on#them,# especially# as# some# were# engaged# in# treatment# within# their# services#supporting#them#with#these#experiences.#Therefore,#responses#to#the#questions#“Do$any$of$the$events$you$have$mentioned,$that$ended$at$ least$1$month$ago,$still$
affect$you$now?”#and#“Overall,$how$much$are$you$affected$now$by$the$event$or$events$
selected$in$21b?”$were#also#looked#at#in#relation#to#TALE#scores#and#and#outcomes#on# other# measures.# A# high# proportion# of# participants# reported# still# feeling#affected#by#events#(82%;#n#=#32).##
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Table# 7# shows# the# range# of# events# that# participants# reported# feeling#affected# by# still,#with# hospitalisation# and# psychosis# symptoms# being# the#most#frequently#endorsed.#Individuals#who#had#experienced#higher#rates#of#trauma#on#the#TALE#also# felt#more#affected#by# these#experiences#currently#(total:#r#=# .44,#
p<.01);# cumulative:# r# =# .46,# p<.01)# and# this# relationship# remained# significant#event#when#controlling#for#symptoms.#The#same#was#found#for#the#TSQ#(r#=#.67,#
p<.01)# when# controlling# for# symptoms.# However,# the# relationship# between#scores#on# this#question#were#not# significantly#associated#with#any#of# the#PTCI#scales.##
Table' 7:' Frequency' and' type' of' events' endorsed' as' still' affecting' clinical'
participants'
Event!type! Frequency!of!response!(%)!Hospitalisation#and#treatment## 12#(37.5)#Symptoms#of#psychosis# 9#(28)#A#combination#of#all#events#experienced# 6#(18.7)#Childhood#sexual#abuse# 4#(12.5)#Bullying# 3#(9)#Emotional#neglect# 3#(9)#Behaviours#relating#to#psychosis# 2#(6.3)#Discrimination# 2#(6.3)#Experiencing#violence#outside#of#the#home# 2#(6.3)#Physical#abuse# 2#(6.3)#Permanent#separation#or#loss# 2#(6.3)#Sudden#or#unexpected#change#in#circumstance# 2#(6.3)#Witnessing#violence#in#the#home# 2#(6.3)#Accidents#or#illnesses# 1#(3)#Period#of#separation#from#parent#or#caregiver# 1#(3)#Physical#neglect# 1#(3)#
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3.5#Discussion##The#aim#of#this#study#was#to#establish#the#psychometric#properties#of#the#TALE#within#a# clinical# sample#of# individuals#with#psychosis.#Overall,# the#TALE#appears#to#be#an#acceptable#measure#of#trauma#and#adversity#reporting#within#this#population.#In#particular,#the#high#rates#of#bullying#and#sexual#abuse#reported#by# participants# supports# the# findings# of# existing# literature# that# there# is# an#association#between#exposure# to# these# events# and# increased# risk#of# psychosis#(van#Dam#et#al.,#2012;#Varese#et#al,#2012).#Similarly,#the#number#of#participants#who# reported# their# symptoms# and# treatment# experiences# as# traumatic# or#distressing#was#consistent#with#previous#findings#(Beattie#et#al.,#2009;#Cusack#et#al.,#2003;#Frame#&#Morrison,#2001;#Meyer,#Taiminen,#Vuori,#Äijälä#&#Helenius,#1999;#Priebe#et#al.,#1998;#Shaw#et#al.,#2002).#The#TALE#showed#good#temporal#stability# across# an# average# of# 19# days.# Stability# was# high# for# overall# event#reporting#and#reporting#of#cumulative#events.#Only#four#items#failed#to#meet#an#acceptable# level# of# consistency# between# the# first# and# second# assessment,#however,# high#percentage# agreement#was# found#on# these# items.# # Low# level# of#consistency# for# these# items# may# have# resulted# from# low# base# rates# of# event#reporting,#for#example#Item#18#was#only#endorsed#by#five#participants#at#Time#1,#as# kappa# is# sensitive# to# marginal# values# (Pett,# 1997).# However,# it# may# also#represent# a#weakness#with# specificity# of# these# items# as# they# cover# a# range# of#potential#event#exposures,#for#example#Item#19#asks#about#illnesses#and#accidents#and#Item#20#is#an#open#question#about#any#other#adversities#or#traumas.#Given#the#broad#spectrum#of#potential#events#the#respondent#could#report#when#asked#these# items,# it# is# likely# that# they#may#recall#different#events#at#different# times.#
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Further#development#may#be#needed#for#these#items#and#the#potential#separation#of#these#items#to#allow#for#more#consistency#of#reporting#across#time.#
Overall# reporting# of# events# was# comparable# to# established# trauma#checklists#on#both# total#number#of#events#endorsed#and#cumulative# reporting.#Convergence#with#like#items#was#adequate#with#five#items#reaching#acceptable#levels# of# agreement.# As# predicted,# unwanted# sexual# experiences# across# the#lifespan# and# adverse# treatment# experiences# were# found# to# have# the# highest#agreement#with# existing#measures,# however,# symptoms# of# psychosis# failed# to#reach#a#significant#level#of#acceptability#when#compared#against#the#PATS.#This#may#be#explained#by#a#symmetrical# imbalance#of#marginal# scores#on# this# item#which#can#lead#to#a#reduction#in#kappa#even#when#agreement#is#high#(Feinstein,#&# Cicchetti,# 1990).# What# is# more,# the# need# to# combine# comparison# items# on#existing#measures#so#as#to#allow#for#comparison#against#one#item#on#the#TALE#meant# there#were# low# levels# of# variance# in# the# response# rates#on# comparison#measures.#This#was#especially#problematic#for#the#CTQOSF#and#PATS,#with#nearly#all# participants# reporting# unusual# behaviour# on# the# PATS,# and# the# physical#neglect#subscale#of#the#CTQOSF.##
A# second# cause# of# variable# convergent# validity# displayed# between# the#TALE# and# existing# measures# could# be# explained# by# the# fact# that# while# the#comparison#items#were#bestOmatched#against#items#on#the#TALE,#they#tended#to#ask# about# similar# or# overlapping# experiences# rather# than# the# same# specific#trauma# events.# For# example,# Item# 2# on# the# TALE# asks# about# permanent#separation# from# significant# others,# either# through# death,#migration,# or# loss# of#contact,#while#the#THQ#items#most#suitable#for#comparison#were#purely#relating#
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to# loss# in# relation# to# death.#When# agreement# percentages# for# this# item# were#examined#further,#it#was#found#that#the#TALE#had#higher#positive#response#rates#(43.6%)#than#the#THQ#(10.3%),#meaning#that#43.6%#of#participants#endorsed#the#item# on# the# TALE# but# not# the# THQ# and# vice# versa.# This# suggests# that# those#individuals#may#have#been#responding#to#permanent#losses#that#were#not#caused#by#death#and#therefore#may#account#for#the#moderate#percentage#agreement#and#chance# kappa# agreement# demonstrated# by# this# item.#As# discussed# in# the# testOretest#analysis,#Item#19#displayed#very#poor#convergent#validity#this#is#most#likely#due#to#the#item#covering#two#distinct#event#types#meaning#that#there#was#a#lack#of#consistency#over#time#and#between#participants#regarding#endorsement#of#this#item.#This#finding#highlights#the#challenge#of#developing#a#measure#which#is#both#brief# enough# to# be# useful# in# clinical# settings# and# comprehensive# enough# to#identify# all# relevant# adverse# events# (Gray# et# al.,# 2004;# Kubany# et# al.,# 2000).#Further#implications#relating#to#these#limitations#are#reflected#on#in#the#general#discussion.#
Increased# symptom# severity# was# associated# with# a# higher# rate# of#cumulative#reporting#rather#than#higher#number#of#endorsed#events.#This#finding#suggests#that#it#is#not#just#the#range#of#events#that#individuals#are#exposed#to#but#the#experience#of#repeated#exposure#which#has#prolonged#effects#for#the#person#in# relation# to#both# traumaticOstress# reactions#and#psychosis# symptom#severity#and# supports# the# doseOresponse# relationship# between# trauma# and# psychosis#(Read#et#al.,#2005;#Varese#et#al.,#2012).#When#controlling#for#symptoms,#all#but#one#subscale#of#the#PTCI#was#found#to#be#nonOsignificantly#related#to#higher#rates#of# trauma# suggesting# that# the#TALE#did#not# show#good# convergent# validity# in#relation# to# expected#outcomes.#However,# there# is# some#debate# about#whether#
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PTSD#and#psychosis#are#related#spectrum#disorders,#which#result#in#overlapping#symptom#characteristics#and#that#the#symptoms#of#psychosis#could#reflect#more#complex#reactions#to#trauma#which#may#result#from#repeated#exposure#to#trauma#and# adversity# (Briere# &# Spinazzola,# 2005;# Morrison,# Frame# &# Larkin,# 2003)#Related#to#this#was#the#finding#that#individuals#who#reported#still#feeling#affected#by#trauma#were#associated#with#higher#scores#on#the#assessment#of#PTSD#and#posttraumatic#cognitions#as#it#has#been#suggested#that#trauma#reporting#rates#are#highly# influenced# by# current# stressOresponse# symptom# severity# (Southwick,#Morgan,# Nicolaou# &# Charney,# 1997).# While# the# TSQ# assesses# stress# response#symptoms#that#capture#the#fundamental#characteristics#of#PTSD#(Brewin#et#al.,#2002;# Brewin# et# al.,# 2009),# the# PTCI# assesses# cognitive# changes# as# a# result# of#which# are# commonly# associated# with# interpersonal# victimisation# in# early# life#leading# to# the#development#of#negative#schematic#views#of# the#self#and#others#after# trauma# (Briere# &# Spinazzola,# 2005;# Courtois,# 2004).# Furthermore,# the#finding#that#higher#rates#of#trauma#reporting#were#not#related#to#higher#rates#of#negative# symptoms#may# be# reflective# of# a# difference# in# coping# style# in# these#individuals,#as#negative#symptom#severity#has#been#associated#with#avoidance#of#traumatic# memories# and# suppression# of# autobiographical# recall# relating# to#experiences# of# psychosis# and# treatment# (Harrison# &# Fowler,# 2004).# Avoidant#coping# styles,# described# as# “sealingOover”# have# been# discussing# in# relation# to#attachment# and# recovery# from# psychosis# (Gumley,# Taylor,# Schwannauer# &#MacBeth,#2014)#with#increased#sealing#over#associated#with#poorer#parental#care#in# childhood# (Tait,# Birchwood# &# Trower,# 2004)# and# therefore# the# lack# of#relationship#between#negative#symptoms#and#trauma#may#reflect#a#minimisation#of#symptoms#or#reporting#of#traumatic#events.##
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4.!Study!2:!NonSclinical!sample!The#aim#of#this#study#was#to#further#investigate#the#reliability#and#validity#of#the#TALE#and#to#examine#the#psychometric#properties#of#it#within#a#larger,#nonOclinical#sample.#
4.1#Sample#and#setting#Study# 2# consisted# of# 121# participants# from# the# general# population#recruited# for# an# online# version# of# the# study.# Recruitment# was# carried# out#primarily# through# university# circulars,# online# social# media# and# an# online#participant# recruitment# site.# Participants#were# asked# to# provide# confirmation#that# they#met# the# following# eligibility# criteria;# aged# 16# years# or# over,# able# to#understand#English# to#a#good#enough# level# to#complete# the#study#and#provide#written# consent,# did# not# have# a# primary# diagnosis# of# psychosis,# learning#disability,# head# injury# or# substance# misuse.# The# data# was# screened# before#analysis# to# exclude# anyone# who# had# completed# the# online# study# but# did# not#appear# to# meet# these# criteria.# Screening# did# not# indicate# that# any# responses#needed# to# be# excluded# and# therefore# all# participants# were# included# in# the#analysis.#
4.2#Measures#Participants# completed#online# versions#of# all# the#measures#which#were#included#in#Study#1#with#the#exception#of#the#PATS.#This#was#excluded#as#it#was#anticipated#that#only#a#very#small#number,#if#any,#would#report#such#events#and#therefore#it#was#not#deemed#ethically#justifiable#to#ask#participants#to#take#the#time#to#complete#questionnaires#which#were#unlikely#to#be#used#in#the#analysis.##
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4.3#Procedure#Once#consent#was#provided,#participants#completed#online#versions#of#all#the# questionnaires# used# in# Study# 1,# bar# the# PATS.# To# manage# any# potential#distress,#participants#were#advised#that#they#could#exit#the#website#at#any#time#whilst#completing#the#study#and#their#results#would#be#saved#securely.#They#could#then# access# these# at# a# later# date# to# resume# the# research.# Once# all# the#questionnaires#were#completed,#participants#were#directed#to#an#online#version#of# the#debriefing# information#and#relaxation#exercises#which#were#provided# in#Study#1.#An#electronic#copy#of#this#was#also#emailed#to#all#participants.#Two#weeks#after#completing#the#first#part#of#the#study,#participants#were#emailed#and#asked#to#complete#the#TALE#as#part#of#the#retest#reliability.#As#in#the#first#part#of#the#study,#participants#were#directed#to#a#debriefing#website#and#emailed#a#copy#of#the#information#provided.#All#participants#were#entered#into#a#prize#draw#to#win#either#£10,#£20#or#£30#online#voucher#as#compensation#for#their#time.#
4.4#Results#Due# to# the# fact# that# the# nonOclinical# data# was# positively# skewed# and#included#outliers#the#data#was#transformed#before#being#analysed#as#part#of#the#psychometric#validation#of#the#TALE.#




Variable! ! 'N!=!121!!Age# # M#=#27.81##(SD#11.88)## # %#Gender# Male# 48.8## Female# 51.2#Ethnicity# White#British# 69.4## White#Other# 7.5## Black/Black#British# 3.3## Asian/British#Asian# 12.4## Chinese# 2.5## Mixed# 1.7## Other/not#stated# 2.5##







exposure!(%)!1.#Exposure#to#war#and#civil#unrest# 1#(.8)# 0#(0)#2.#Permanent#separation#or#loss# 29#(24)# 10#(34.5)#3.#Period#of#separation#from#caregiver# 18#(14.9)# 8#(44.4)#4.#Unexpected#move#or#loss#of#home# 38#(31.4)# 11#(28.9)#5.#Bullying# 56#(46.3)# 27#(48.2)#6.#Discrimination# 31#(25.6)# 10#(32.3)#7.#Emotional#abuse# 37#(30.6)# 11#(29.7)#8.#Physical#abuse# 31#(25.6)# 8#(25.8)#9.#Witnessing#violence#at#home# 40#(33.1)# 15#(37.5)#10.#Violence#outside#of#home# 41#(33.9)# 12#(29.3)#11.#Emotional#neglect# 29#(24)# 9#(31)#12.#Physical#neglect# 20#(16.5)# 1#(.05)#13.#Childhood#sexual#abuse# 32#(26.4)# 7#(21.9)#14.#Unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood# 31#(25.6)# 6#(19.4)#15.#Psychosis#(symptoms)# 26#(21.5)# 5#(19.2)#16.#Psychosis#(unusual#behaviours)# 29#(24)# 7#(24.1)#17.#Psychosis#(treatment/hospitalisation)# 22#(18.2)# 3#(13.6)#18.#Other#experiences#with#health/justice#service# 24#(19.8)# 2#(.08)#19.#Accidents#and#illnesses# 32#(26.4# 5#(15.6)#20.#Any#other#events# 36#(29.8)# 5#(13.9)##4.4.2.#Reliability#










Kappa!1.#Exposure#to#war#and#civil#unrest# 100# NAa#2.#Permanent#separation#or#loss# 80.4# .41*#3.#Period#of#separation#from#caregiver# 87.5# .40*#4.#Unexpected#move#or#loss#of#home# 83.9# .58*#5.#Bullying# 78.6# .57*#6.#Discrimination# 83.9# .58*#7.#Emotional#abuse# 80.4# .33*#8.#Physical#abuse# 89.3# .52*#9.#Witnessing#violence#at#home# 78.6# .39*#10.#Violence#outside#of#home# 80.4# .45*#11.#Emotional#neglect# 91.1# .62*#12.#Physical#neglect# 91.1# .41*#13.#Childhood#sexual#abuse# 89.3# .61*#14.#Unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood# 89.3# .70*#15.#Psychosis#(symptoms)# 85.7# .29*#16.#Psychosis#(unusual#behaviours)# 82.1# .11#17.#Psychosis#(treatment/hospitalisation)# 92.9# .47*#18.#Other#experiences#with#health/justice#service# 82.1# .09#19.#Accidents#and#illnesses# 89.3# .64*#20.#Any#other#events# 76.8# .37*#*sig#at#<0.01#**#sig#<0.05#a#Unable#to#compute#because#variables#are#a#constant#4.4.3.Validity#







TALE!event!item! Trauma!History!Questionnaire!(THQ)1!1.#War/conflict#exposure# 97.5# O.011#2.#Loss/death#of#loved#one# 76# #.097#8.#Physical#abuse# 75.2# ##.18**#10.#Physical#aggression# 64.5# ##.22**#14.#Unwanted#sexual#experiences#in#adulthood# 96# #.28*#19.#Accidents#and#illnesses# 66.1# .15#
Childhood!Trauma!Questionnaire!(CTQSSF)2!7.#Emotional#abuse# 30.6# NAa#8.#Physical#abuse# 71.6# .31*#11.#Emotional#neglect# 24# NAa#12.#Physical#neglect# 18.2# .007#13.#Sexual#abuse#in#childhood# 77.7# .27*#*p<0.01#**p<0.05#a#Unable#to#compute#kappa#because#variables#are#constant#1#Green,#1996#2#Bernstein#et#al.,#2003##
Construct$ validity:$ relationship$ to$ outcomes$ –# Correlations# between# the#TALE#and#symptoms#are#displayed#in#Table#12.#There#was#a#medium,#significant#relationship#between#the#number#of#events#reported#on#the#TALE#and#scores#on#the#TSQ#(r$=#.40,#p<.001)#and#a#large#relationship#was#found#between#the#TALE#and#total#score#on#the#PTCI#(r#=#.51,#p<.001).#These#reduced#when#controlling#for#symptoms#but#maintained#significance#(TSQ;#r$=#.31,#p<.05;#PTCI;#r#=#.33,#p<.05).#A#small#significant#relationship#was#also#shown#between#cumulative#scores#on#the# TALE# and# the# TSQ# (r$ =# .38,# p<.01)# and# again# this# was# maintained# after#controlling# for# symptoms# (r$ =# .28,# p<.05).# There# was# a# greater# relationship#between#cumulative#scores#on#the#TALE#and#overall#scores#on#the#PTCI#(r$=#.46,$
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p<.001),#however,#this#reduced#to#smaller#than#the#relationship#with#the#TSQ#once#symptoms#were#controlled#for#(r$=#.26,#p<.05).#
Total#and#cumulative#scores#on#the#TALE#were#also#correlated#with#each#of#the#subscales#of#the#PTCI.#All#showed#a#medium,#significant#relationship#(self#x#total;#r# =# .49,#p<.001;# self# x# cumulative;#r# =# .43,#p$=# .001;#world#x# total;$ r# =# .4,#
p<.001;#world#x#cumulative;#r$=#.42,#p#=#.001;#selfOblame#x#total;#r#=#.44,#p<.001;#selfOblame#x#cumulative;#r#=#.42,#p$=#.001).#After#controlling#for#symptoms,#all#were#found# to#be#nonOsignificant#with# the#exception#of#beliefs#about#self#and#beliefs#about# the# world# in# relation# to# total# number# of# events# reported# on# the# TALE#became#nonOsignificant#(self#x#total;#r$=#.#.29,#p<.05;#world#x#total;#r$=#.#.29,#p<.05).#
Table' 12:' Correlations' between' TALE' and' symptom' severity' (nonOclinical'
sample)'# # TALE#total#no.#of#events# TALE#cumulative#score#TSQ# .40*# .38*#PTCI#total# .51*# .46*#PTCI#self# .49*# .43*#PTCI#world# .47*# .42*#PTCI#blame# .44*# .42*#CAPE#total# .33*# .34*#CAPE#positive# .37*# .38*#CAPE#negative# .23**# .25*#CAPE#depression# .27*# .27*#Controlling#for#symptoms# TSQ# .31**# .28**#PTCI#total# .33**# .26**#PTCI#self# .29**# .20#PTCI#world# .29**# .23#PTCI#blame# .25# .23#*p<.01#**p<.05#CAPE#(Community#Assessment#of#Psychic#Experiences;#Stefanis#et#al.,#2002)#PTCI#(Posttraumatic# Cognitions# Inventory,# Foa# et# al.,# 1999)#TSQ# (Trauma# Screening#Questionnaire;#Brewin#et#al.,#2002)## #
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The# total#number#of# events# reported#on# the#TALE#was#also#moderately#correlated#with#symptom#severity#as#measured#by#the#total#score#on#the#CAPE#(r#=#.33,#p<.001).#A#moderate#relationship#was#also#found#with#the#positive#symptom#subscale#(r$=#.37,#p<.001)#while#a#small#relationship#was#found#between#negative#(r$=# .23,#p<.001)#and#depressive#(r#=# .27,#p<.01)#symptoms#and#the#number#of#events# endorsed.# This# pattern# of# relationships#was#maintained# for# cumulative#scores#on#the#TALE#with#a#moderate#relationship#between#total#score#on#the#CAPE#(r#=#.34,#p<.001)#and#positive#subscale#(r$=#.39,#p<.001)#with#a#small#relationship#between#negative#(r$=#.25,#p<.01)#and#depressive#(r#=#.27,#p<.01)#symptoms#and#cumulative#reporting.##





Event!type! Frequency!of!response!(%)!Permanent#separation#or#loss#(e.g.#death)# 17#(35)#Emotional#abuse# 10#(21)#Other#events#not#covered#by#TALE# 8#(16.6)#Bullying# 7#(14.6)#Emotional#neglect# 7#(14.6)#Physical#abuse# 7#(14.6)#Unwanted#sexual#contact#in#adulthood# 7#(14.6)#Accidents#or#illnesses# 6#(12.5)#Discrimination# 6#(12.5)#Hospitalisation#and#treatment## 6#(12.5)#Witnessing#violence#in#the#home# 6#(12.5)#Period#of#separation#from#parent#or#caregiver# 5#(10.4)#Childhood#sexual#abuse# 4#(8.3)#Behaviours#relating#to#psychosis# 3#(6.3)#Experiencing#violence#outside#of#the#home# 2#(4.2)#Sudden#or#unexpected#change#in#circumstance# 2#(4.2)#War# 1#(2.1)##
After#controlling# for#symptom#severity#as#measured#by# the#CAPE,# there#was#a#medium,#significant#relationship#between#the#level#of#current#impact#and#the#total#number#of#events#reported#(r$=#.30,#p<.01)#and#a#small#relationship#with#cumulative#reporting#(r$=#.27,#p<.01).#A#medium,#significant#relationship#was#also#found#between#selfOreported#level#of#impact#and#TSQ#scores#when#controlling#for#symptoms#(r#=# .45,#p<.001).#A#medium,#significant#relationship#was#also# found#between# total# PTCI# scores# and# selfOreported# impact# when# controlling# for#
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symptoms#(r#=#.41,#p<.001)#as#were#all#subscales#(self;#r#=#.38,#p<.001;#world;$r#=#.37,#p<.01;#selfOblame;#r$=#.39,#p<.01).#
4.5#Discussion#The# aim# of# Study# 2# was# to# further# establish# the# retest# reliability# and#convergent# validity# of# the# TALE.# Reported# rates# of# trauma#within# the# general#population#are#highly#variable,#however,# the#rates#of#adversity#reported# in# the#current#study#are#comparable#with#those#reported#by#an#equivalent#population#in#previous#trauma#measure#validation#(Carlson#et#al.,#2011).#Furthermore,#rates#of#childhood#physical#abuse#were#comparable#with#previous#research#in#nonOclinical#populations#(Briere#&#Elliot,#2003),#however,#rates#of#childhood#sexual#abuse#and#bullying#were#both#higher#in#the#current#sample#(Briere#&#Elliot,#2003;#Craig#&#Harel,#2004).##
Temporal# stability# was# relatively# good,# with# overall# event# reporting#significantly#correlated#at#Time#1#and#Time#2.#Item#reliability#was#lower#in#the#nonOclinical#sample#than#the#clinical#sample#and#convergent#validity#with#other#measures#of#trauma#was#very#poor#in#this#group#with#none#of#the#items#reaching#an#acceptable#level#of#agreement.#In#addition,#overall#reporting#rates#on#the#TALE#were#only#slightly#associated#with#overall#reporting#on#other#trauma#screening#tools.#These#findings#present#a#significant#limitation#in#the#use#of#the#TALE#within#nonOclinical#samples,#however,#it#mirrors#previous#findings#in#trauma#validation,#with# young# adults# and# students# reporting# low# rates# of# trauma# limiting# the#strength#of#relationship#between#new#and#existing#measures#(Carlson#et#al,#2011).#As# discussed# previously,# low# base# rates# of# reporting# are# known# to# influence#kappa#(Feinstein,#&#Cicchetti,#1990;#Pett,#1997)#and#there#were#similar#challenges#
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in#the#current#study#as#discussed#in#Study#1#with#relation#to#the#compression#of#items# on# comparison# scales# leading# to# inflated# reporting# rate.# This# was#particularly# problematic# for# the# emotional# neglect# subscale# of# the# CTQOSF,# on#which#all#participants#were#identified#as#having#experienced#emotional#neglect#meaning# it#was# not# possible# to# compare# this# item#with# the# equivalent# on# the#TALE.#
A# small# convergent# relationship# was# found# between# increased# trauma#reporting#and#PTSD#symptoms#when#controlling#for#the#symptoms#of#psychosis#for#both#total#number#of#events#and#cumulative#exposures.#When#examining#the#specific# subscale# of# beliefs# as# measured# by# the# PTCI,# however,# only# changed#cognitions#about#the#self#and#world#were#found#to#be#associated#with#a#higher#number#of#events#overall#but#not#repeated#experiences#of#trauma#or#adversity.#The#lack#of#relationship#between#trauma#and#selfOblame#may#reflect#a#weakness#with#this#subscale#as#previous#validation#papers#have#also#found#this#subscale#to#be#problematic#and#possibly#only#relevant#to#trauma#experiences#which#may#be#associated# with# increased# feelings# of# shame,# such# as# unwanted# sexual#experiences# (Beck,# et# al.,# 2004).# There# was# also# a# small# association# between#increased# trauma#and#an#overall# increase# in#psychosis# symptoms#which#again#supports#the#idea#of#a#doseOresponse#to#trauma#in#subclinical#groups#(Spauwen#et# al.,# 2006)# and# adding# further# weight# to# the# continuum# understanding# of#psychosis# (van# Os,# Linscott,# MyinOGermeys,# Delespaul,# &# Krabbendam,# 2009).#However,# conclusions# drawn# from# convergence# with# symptoms# severity# is#limited#by# the# lack#assessment#of#other#symptoms,#such#as#anxiety,#wellObeing#and#social#circumstances,#all#of#which#could#influence#the#findings#(Carlson#et#al.,#2011).#
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While#the#outcomes#of#the#current#study#do#not#suggest#that#the#TALE#is#suitable#for#use#within#the#general#population,#it#is#important#to#remember#that#all#validation#is#context#and#population#specific#and#therefore#poor#psychometric#outcomes#in#one#population#do#not#negate#the#findings#in#another#(Hooper#et#al.,#2011).#Additionally,#the#limitations#of#the#TALE#in#this#population#may#in#part#be#explained#by#the#use#of#online#data#collection.#Research# into# the#differences# in#data#quality#gained#from#online#studies#compared#with#faceOtoOface#research#is#limited,#however,#an#increase#in#the#likelihood#of#missing#or#skewed#data#has#been#found#due#to#higher#rates#of#boredom#and#frustration#experienced#by#participants#(Lefever,#&#Matthiasdottir,#2007).#Skewed#responses#were#managed#through#the#removal# of# incomplete# data# and# there# was# no# evidence# of# central# tendency#reporting# in# the# data.# Efforts# were# also# taken# to# reduce# boredom# through#minimising#the#number#of#questionnaires,#however,#it#may#be#that#participants#were# bored# or# became# frustrated.# This# reflects# a# wider# limitation# in# online#research# which# is# the# lack# of# opportunity# for# researcherOparticipant# rapport#building,# which# has# been# found# to# be# associated# with# increased# data# quality#(Guillemin#&#Heggen,#2009)#and#allows#for#monitoring#of#emotion#dysregulation#and# the#opportunity# for# clarification,#which#may#be# especially#pertinent#when#assessing#personal#experiences#of# trauma#and#adversity.#For# the#psychometric#properties# of# the# TALE# to# be# established# in# a# nonOclinical# population# future#studies#need#to#take#these#methodological#limitations#into#consideration#as#well#as# responding# to# the# reliability# and# validity# of# specific# items# through#measurement#refinement.#
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5.!Study!3:!Construct!validity:!hypothesis!testing!5.1#Procedure#Clinical# participants# (Study# 1)# were# compared# against# the# nonOclinical#sample#(Study#2)#as#part#of# the#validation#of# the#TALE#by#comparing#reported#rates# of# trauma# exposure,# current# impact,# symptom# severity# and# PTSD#symptoms.#Due#to#the#nonOclinical#data#being#positive#skewed,#all#variables#were#transformed#to#control#for#this#and#outliers.##
5.2#Results#Independent#tOtests#were#carried#out#to#compare#the#two#groups.#There#were# no# significant# differences# between# the# clinical# and# nonOclinical# samples#when#compared#on#age#(adjusted#t(58)#=#1.97,#p#=#.053#and#gender#(X2#=#.08,#p#=#.78).#Levene’s#tests#for#homogeneity#of#variance#were#nonOsignificant#in#all#but#five#of#the#analyses;#TALE#total#scores,#TALE#cumulative#scores,#CAPE#total#scores#and#CAPE#depression#subscale#and#for#the#TSQ.#For#these#analyses,#adjusted#tOtests#are#reported.##
Clinical# participants# reported# significantly# more# event# types,# adjusted#
t(134)#=#8.45,#p<.001,#and#cumulative#events,#adjusted#t(130)#=#10.40,#p<.001,#on#the# TALE.# In# response# to# the# question# 21a# (“Do$ any$ of$ the$ events$ you$ have$
mentioned,$that$ended$at$least$1$month$ago,$still$affect$you$now?”),#82.1%#(n#=#32)#of#clinical#participants#said#that#they#were#still#affected#compared#to#only#39.7%#(n#=#48)#of#the#nonOclinical#sample.#Furthermore,#the#clinical#sample#(M#=#6.23;#
SD#=#2.91)#reported#feeling#significantly#more#severely#affected#currently#by#the#events# they# had# reported# than# the# nonOclinical# sample# (M# =# 3.93;# SD# =# 2.71),#
t(123)#=#4.3,#p<.001.#
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Clinical# participants# also# had# significantly# higher# scores# on# the# CAPE,#adjusted#t(52)#=#7.10,#p<.001,#and#each#of#the#subscales;#positive,#t(158)#=#8.68,#
p<.001,#negative# t(158)#=#6.57,#p<.001,#and#depressive# ,# adjusted# t(53)#=#4.05,#
p<.001,#symptoms.#PTSD#symptoms#were#also#found#to#be#significantly#higher#in#the#clinical#group#when#assessed#with#the#TSQ,#adjusted#t(86)#=#4.94,#p<.001#and#the#PTCI,# t(106)#=#5.47,#p<.001.#This#was#also# the#case# for# the#PTCI#subscales;#beliefs#about#self,#t(106)#=#5.14,#p<.001,#beliefs#about#the#world,#t(106)#=#5.62,#
p<.001,#and#selfOblame,#t(106)#=#2.91,#p<.001.#
5.3#Discussion#The#aim#of#Study#3#was#to#further#validate#the#TALE#through#hypothesis#testing.#Individuals#with#psychosis#reported#significantly#higher#rates#of#trauma#and# adversity# than# the# general# population,# in# line# with# existing# literature#(Morgan#&#Fisher,#2007;#Varese#et#al.,#2012).#In#particular,#a#greater#number#of#individuals#in#the#psychosis#group#reported#currently#being#affected#by#trauma#which# occurred# at# least# one# month# before# and# these# individuals# reported#significantly# more# PTSD# stress# response# symptoms# and# postOtraumatic#cognitions.#These#findings#support#the#previous#studies,#which#have#found#higher#rates#of#trauma#are#associated#with#increased#global#symptoms#as#well#as#specific#trauma#reactions#(Kilcommons#&#Morrison,#2005;#Mueser#et#al.,#1998;#Neria#et#al.,#2002).#Furthermore,#it#indicates#that#the#TALE#is#potentially#effective#at#briefly#assessing#for#a#range#of#adversities#and#their#impact.#However,#several#limitations#have#been#discussing#Studies#1#and#2#which#limit#the#extent#to#which#conclusions#can# be# drawn# about# the# psychometric# validity# of# the# TALE# across# different#populations#and#are#discussed#in#more#detail#in#the#general#discussion.#
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6.!Study!4:!Exploratory!analysis!of!other!impacts!Thematic# analysis# of# clinical# participants’# (Study# 1)# answers# to# the#question#“Briefly$describe$any$other$ways$the$event$or$events$currently$impact$on$


























































































' The#most#common#impact#described#by#participants#was#changes#in#how#they# viewed# themselves.# Several# participants# spoke# about# an# overall# sense# of#feeling# changed# in# a# way# that# they# found# difficult# to# articulate.# Others# in# the#
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sample#spoke#about#feeling#weak#or#less#capable#while#others#spoke#of#blaming#themselves.# Following# beliefs# about# self,# the# next# most# described# theme# was#beliefs# about# others# and# how# this# influenced# their# relationships.# Participants#talked#about#feeling#disconnected#from#others#and#distrustful#as#well#as#having#to#physically#be#separated#from#their#loved#ones#as#a#result#of#treatment.#Other#key#themes#were#around#ongoing# symptoms#of#psychosis#and#other#mental#health#problems# that# people# had# developed# as# a# result# of# becoming# unwell.# These#experiences#linked#to#the#theme#of#social#anxiety#and#low#selfOesteem#as#several#participants# spoke#about# struggling#with# confidence,#difficulties# going#out# and#socialising#and# feeling#as# though# they#had# lost# confidence.#These#beliefs#about#themselves# made# some# of# the# participants# interviewed# also# talk# about# their#worries# about# judgement# from# others# and# fears# of# stigma.# These# experiences#were# especially# prevalent# for# individuals# who# expressed# concerns# about#returning#to#work#and#spoke#of#feeling#judged#or#not#capable#of#engaging#in#work#as#they#had#done#previously.#Only#one#participant#described#a#positive#impact#of#their#traumatic#events#as#they#felt#that#their#experiences#gave#them#permission#to#talk#publically#from#a#position#of#authority.#
6.1#Discussion##The#final#study#was#an#exploratory#thematic#analysis#of#broader#impact#of#trauma#and#adversity#within#the#psychosis#sample.#As#reported#in#Table#13#the#events#which#were#found#to#have#the#most#significant#impact#for#individuals#with#psychosis#were#those#relating#to#treatment,#hospitalisation#and#psychosis#itself#and#that#the#impact#of#these#events#lead#people#to#worry#about#fear#of#relapse,#low#selfOesteem#and#difficulties#relating#to#others.#These#findings#are#consistent#with# research# in# complex# trauma# which# identify# affect# regulation,# mood# and#
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schematic#views#of#the#self#and#others#as#disrupted#as#a#result#of#trauma#(Briere#&#Spinazzola,#2005)#and#the#suggestion#that#the#impact#of#trauma#is#broader#than#a#stress#response#one#(Grubaugh#et#al.,#2011;#Schäfer#&#Fisher,#2011).##
In# particular,# participants# described# dissociative# experiences,# such# as#feeling# disconnected# from# others,# which# are# understood# to# mediate# the#relationship# between# childhood# trauma# and# positive# psychotic# symptoms,#especially#hallucinations#(PeronaOGarcelán#et#al.,#2010;#Varese,#Barkus,#&#Bentall,#2012).# Dissociative# responses# are# thought# to# arise# as# a# result# of# trauma# and#disrupted#care# in#early# life# leading# to# insecure#attachment# styles# in#adulthood#(van# Ijzendoorn,# Schuengel# &# BakernsmansOKranenburg,# 1999).# In# psychosis,#insecure# attachment# has# been# associated#with# earlier# onset# of# symptoms# and#worse#clinical#outcomes#(KorverONieberg#et#al.,#2014;#Gumley#et#al.,#2014).#It#has#also# been# found# to# contribute# to# the# development# of# maladaptive# schemas#relating#to#the#self#and#others#(Mason,#Platts#&#Tyson,#2005)#which#in#turn#may#exacerbate# positive# symptoms,# such# as# paranoia,# through# the#misappraisal# of#ambiguous# social# situations# (Garety,# Kuipers,# Fowler,# Freeman#&# Bebbington,#2001).# Therefore,# a# limitation# of# the# current# study# is# the# lack# of# any# formal#assessment# of# other# impacts# in# relation# to# these# findings.# Nevertheless,# the#findings# highlight# the# breadth# of# impact# felt# as# a# result# of# adversity# and# the#potential# significance# that# experiencing# psychosis# has# in# relation# to# the#individual’s#view#of# themselves#and#how#they#relate# to#others# (Dozier,#Lomax,#Tyrrell# &# Lee,# 2001;# Picken,# Berry,# Tarrier# &# Barrowclough,# 2010).# Future#research#should#incorporate#qualitative#research#to#gain#a#better#understanding#of#the#origins,#developments#and#nuances#of#these#experiences#for#the#individual#alongside#quantitative#measurement#of#the#potential#impacts#of#trauma,#such#as#
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attachment# style# and# dissociation,# to# allow# for# greater# understanding# of# the#global#impact#of#trauma#and#adversity#in#psychosis.#
7.!General!Discussion!The#current#paper#has#described#the#development#and#validation#of# the#TALE,#a#new#trauma#screening#tool,#across#several#studies.#The#TALE#aimed#to#address#specific#concerns#regarding#the#assessment#of#trauma#and#adversity#in#psychosis# (NICE,# 2014).# In# particular,# the# TALE# differs# from# existing# trauma#screening# tools# by# being# the# first# to# briefly# and# comprehensively# screen# for# a#range#of#traumas#and#high#stress#events#which#are#known#to#either#contribute#to#the# development# of# psychosis# or# develop# as# a# result# of# the# symptoms# and#subsequent# treatment# experiences.# Furthermore,# the# TALE# includes# a# brief#screen#of#the#potential#impact#of#these#events#in#the#hope#that#clinicians#will#use#it#to#guide#treatment#decisions#within#routine#clinical#practice#(Berry#et#al.,#2013;#Read#&#Ross#2003;#Read#et#al,#2005).#To#date,#only#one#other#trauma#screening#tool#has#been#developed#specifically#for#individuals#with#psychosis#(Cristofaro#et#al.,#2013).#However,#the#TEC,#while#comprehensive,#is#relatively#long#at#41#items#and#does#not#ask#about#the#psychosis#related#high#stress#events.#Finally,#the#TALE#was# developed# to# respond# to# clinician# lack# of# confidence# regarding# routinely#asking#about#trauma#(Bendall#et#al.,#2011)#and#the#need#for#measures#to#be#brief,#comprehensive,#easy#to#use#and#free#for#them#to#be#routinely#adopted#by#services#(Slade#et#al.,#1999).##
Based#on#the#studies#presented#in#the#current#paper,#the#TALE#appears#to#show#moderately#acceptable#psychometric#properties#within#the#population#for#which#is#was#developed.#Most#notably#it#identified#the#impact#that#psychosis#and#
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treatment# has# for# the# individual# and# supported# the# previous# findings# that#childhood# adversity,# in# particular# bullying# and# social# isolation# are# highly#prevalent#within#this#population#(Kelleher#et#al.,#2013;#Mackie#et#al.,#2011;#Mackie#et#al.,#2013;#van#Dam#et#al.,#2012).#Within#the#clinical#sample,#the#TALE#showed#good#temporal#stability#and#was#comparable#to#existing#measures#at#identifying#a#range#of#traumatic#and#stressful#events.#Hypothesis#testing#also#indicated#that#the#TALE# is# capable#of# identifying#group#differences#between# individuals#with#psychosis#and#the#general#population#in#line#with#the#literature.##
7.1#Limitations#However,#the#TALE#is#not#without#its#limitations#and#it#is#important#to#note#that# this# was# a# preliminary# investigation# of# its# psychometric# properties# and#clinical#applications.#The#TALE#performed#poorly#within#the#nonOclinical#sample#and# this# has# been# discussed# in# relation# to# low# base# rates# and# the# decision# to#recruit#participants#through#an#online#study.#The#variability#of#the#performance#of#the#TALE#across#the#two#samples#may#indicate#specific#weaknesses#in#the#use#of# the# TALE# in# nonOclinical# populations.# However,# this# may# also# reflect# a#methodological# limitation# in# the#decision#to# further#validate# the#TALE#through#online#selfOreport.#While# the#TALE# is#designed#as#a#selfOreport#measure,# it#was#designed#to#be#completed#by#a#clinician#in#discussion#with#the#service#user.#The#lack#of#another#person#when#completing#the#TALE#online#limits#the#possibility#for#discussion#or#clarification#around#items.#Moreover,#the#high#rates#of#missing#data#relating#to#approximate#age#of#exposure#in#the#nonOclinical#sample#may#have#been#reduced# if# participants# had# completed# the# measures# as# part# of# a# faceOtoOface#research# meeting.# For# any# firm# conclusions# to# be# drawn# about# the#appropriateness#of#the#TALE#for#the#general#population,#further#validation#needs#
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to#be#carried#out#with#nonOclinical#participants#in#different#settings#to#evaluate#the#impact#that#this#had#on#data#quality#(Lefever,#&#Matthiasdottir,#2007).##
A#second#methodological#limitation#was#the#lack#of#counterbalance#across#measures#meant#that#order#effects#were#not#controlled#for.#Within#both#studies,#the# participants# first# completed# the# TALE# before# going# on# to# complete# other#trauma#screening#questionnaires.#It#is#possible#that#as#the#study#progressed#and#participants# completed# more# measures# inquiring# about# trauma# and# stressful#events#that#repeated#questioning#triggered#memories#of#specific#events#or#caused#the#suppression#of#others#(Kubany#et#al.,#2000).#With#hindsight#it#may#have#been#beneficial#to#vary#the#order#of#questionnaires#across#participants#to#account#for#this# as# the# current# methodology# means# that# there# is# no# way# of# investigating#whether#this#had#an#impact#on#the#convergent#validity#with#other#measures.##
A#third#challenge#in#establishing#the#psychometric#properties#of#the#TALE#was# the# lack# of# verification# of# event# reporting# from# other# sources.# Previous#trauma#measures#have#used#this#as#a#method#of#assessing#under#or#over#reporting#of# events,# however,# the# ability# to# do# this# is# greatly# impacted# by# the# available#sources# of# information.# While# some# studies# have# included# veteran# samples#(Carlson#et#al.,#2011)#which#allows# for#corroboration# through#military#records#others#have#described#the#challenges#and#limitations#of#police#records#or#family#interviews#(Cristofaro#et#al.,#2013;#Kubany#et#al.,#2000).#The#main#limitation#of#these#methods#of#corroboration#is#that#a#very#high#proportion#of#individuals#who#have#experienced#interpersonal#trauma#do#not#report#this#to#the#police#and#it#can#take#years#for#individuals#to#feel#ready#to#disclose#these#experiences#to#friends#or#family# (Read# et# al.,# 2006)# meaning# that# verification# from# family# members# or#
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official# records# are# likely# to# vastly# underOrepresent# prevalence# and# types# of#trauma#and#adversity#that#people#have#experienced.##
Associated# with# this# challenge# of# measurement# validation# is# the#knowledge# that# individuals#are#much#more# likely# to#underOreport#or#minimise#experiences# leading# to# higher# rates# of# false# negatives# (Hardt# &# Rutter,# 2004;#Hooper#et#al.,#2011;#Kubany#et#al.,#2000).#This#is#particularly#problematic#when#measurement# tools# are# brief# (Carlson# et# al.,# 2011)# and# in# population# such# as#psychosis,#where#people#have#been# found# to#minimise#and#avoid# spontaneous#recall# of# difficult# events# (Harrison# &# Fowler,# 2004).# This# posed# a# particular#problem# for# validation# of# the# TALE#within# the# current# studies# as# comparison#measures#were#also#brief#screening#tools#meaning#that#there#was#no#opportunity#to#gain#a#broader#sense#of#adversity#or#trauma#exposure#beyond#the#items#listed.#Given# that# it# has#been# shown# that#people# are#unlikely# to# report# events#unless#asked#(Read#et#al.,#2006)#it#is#likely#any#underOreporting#on#the#TALE#would#be#mirrored# across# other# brief# selfOreport# measures.# Furthermore,# the# limited#number#of#like#items#and#need#to#compare#one#item#on#the#TALE#to#multiple#items#on#comparison#measures#meant#that#there#was#no#way#of#verifying#the#specificity#of#events#identified#(Kubany#et#al.,#2000).#The#decision#to#use#brief#screening#tools#for# comparison# was# to# minimise# the# impact# on# participants,# however,# with#hindsight#a#broader#range#of#screening#tools#could#have#been#used.#For#example,#the# Childhood# Experiences# of# Care# and# Abuse# Questionnaire# (CECAOQ;# Smith,#Lam,#Bifulco,#&#Checkley,#2002)#asks#about#temporary#and#permanent#separation#from#careOgivers#in#a#more#comparable#way#with#the#TALE.#Similarly,#the#Trauma#Events#Checklist#(Cristofaro#et#al.,#2013)#has#specific#questions#about#bullying#and#harassment,# which# would# have# allowed# for# these# items# to# be# specifically#
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validated# on# the# TALE.# Additionally,# to# fully# establish# the# psychometric#properties#of#any#new#assessment#tool,#criterion#validity#needs#to#be#compared#against#the#“goldOstandard”#existing#method#of#assessment#(COSMIN;#Mokkink#et#al.,#2010).#Therefore,# ideally# the#validation#of# the#TALE#would#have# included#a#clinical# interview# of# trauma# exposure,# such# as# the# Evaluation# of# Lifetime#Stressors# –# Interview# (ELSOI;# Krinsley,# 1996).# However,# it# was# not# feasible# to#carry# out# such# interviews# in# the# current# research# due# to# the# need# for#comprehensive#training#in#administering#and#interpreting#these#interviews#and#the#burden#of#completion#time#for#participants.##
A#final#limitation#of#the#TALE#was#born#of#the#efforts#to#make#it#a#checklist#which# is# both# brief# and# comprehensive.# During# the# development# of# the# TALE#every# effort# was# made# to# keep# the# number# of# items# to# a# minimum# so# as# to#maximise#the#clinical#utility#of#it,#however,#it#became#clear#through#the#validation#of# the#TALE# that# some# items#would# require# further#development.#At# least#one#item# asked# about# overlapping# constructs# (accidents# and# illnesses)# which#compromised#the#validation#of#this#item.#For#any#measure#to#have#good#content#validity,#items#need#to#be#clearly#targeting#specific#constructs#(Haynes,#Richard#&#Kubany,# 1995)# or# there# is# a# risk# that# the# events# asked# about# are# not# specific#enough# to# provide# a# cue# for# the# respondent# (Carlson# et# al.,# 2011).# A# lack# of#specificity#also#means#that#it#is#unclear#which#of#the#event#types#which#is#being#asked#about#is#being#responded#to.#The#dual#demands#of#brevity#and#specificity#have#been#much#debated#in#trauma#assessment#but#the#general#consensus#is#that#people# do# not# generally# spontaneously# disclose# traumatic# events# (Read# et# al.,#2006).# Moreover,# evidence# suggests# that# list# length# also# influences# trauma#reporting#rates#and#a#recent#study#found#that#while#a#single#question#measure#is#
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highly# likely# to# identify# a# traumatic# event# from# which# someone# is# currently#experiencing# PTSD# symptoms,# trauma# checklists# were# better# able# to# identify#experiences#which#had#a#current#impact#beyond#PTSD#(Monson,#Lonergan,#Caron#&# Brunet,# 2015).# Given# that# the# TALE# is# attempting# to# aid# the# assessment# of#trauma#and#adversity#exposure#and#the#broader#impact#of#these#events,#this#needs#to#be#taken#into#consideration#when#reviewing#items#included#on#the#TALE.##
7.2#Conclusions#In#summary,# this#paper#marks# the# initial#validation#of# the#TALE# for#use#with#individuals#with#psychosis.#It#is#important#to#remember#that#no#one#trauma#measure# addresses# the# specific# needs# of# all# clinicians# and# researchers# and#decisions#about#the#most#appropriate#tool#will#be#situation#specific#(Gray#et#al.,#2004).#Further#development#of#specific#items#and#more#rigorous#examination#of#the# psychometric# properties# of# the# TALE# are# needed# to# fully# establish# it# as# a#useful# clinical# tool.#As#already#discussed,# validation# is# an#ongoing#process#and#needs#to#be#thought#about#within#the#context#and#culture#for#which#an#assessment#tool#is#developed#(Carlson#et#al.,#2011;#Hooper#et#al.,#2011).#With#this#in#mind,#the#next#stage#of#validation#will#need#to#be#within#routine#clinical#services#and#further#feedback# from#clinicians#and# service#users#will# be# required# to#ensure# that# the#TALE#is#a#clinically#relevant#and#useful#tool#for#assessing#trauma#and#adversity#within#this#population.##
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1.!Introduction!This#critical#appraisal#reflects#on#a#number#of#theoretical,#methodological#and#practical#challenges#which#arose#during#the#process#of#this#research#project.#It#will#initially,#briefly,#outline#my#reasons#for#choosing#the#current#project#and#how# my# understanding# of# the# development# of# psychosis# changed# across# the#course#of#the#project.#I#will#then#go#on#to#discuss#some#of#the#challenges#I#faced#in#developing# and# implementing# the# research,# with# a# particular# focus# on# gateOkeeping# and# working# as# part# of# a# research# team.# Finally# I# will# reflect# on# the#practical#limitations#of#the#research#methodology#before#reflecting#on#the#future#direction#of#the#research.#
2.!Background!to!the!research!project!# Having# previously# worked# as# a# researcher# prior# to# training,# I# felt# less#trepidation#in#undertaking#a#major#research#project#than#I#did#in#my#approach#to#the# ‘clinical’# elements# of# training# and# was# looking# forward# to# having# the#opportunity#to#develop#my#own#ideas#as#a#researcher.#I#had#experience#of#working#both#clinically#and#in#research#with#individuals#with#psychosis#and#had#witnessed#the#numerous#social#and#economic#challenges# that# these# individuals# faced#and#how#they#often#exacerbated#symptoms#and#led#to#poorer#clinical#outcomes#and#longer# periods# of# recovery# (Sweeney,# Air,# Zannettino#&# Galletly,# 2015).# I# also#learned#more#about#the#importance#of#early#detection#and#treatment#of#psychotic#symptoms# through# my# contrasting# experiences# of# working# in# EI# services#compared#with# the# high# prevalence# of# recurring# clients#with# long# histories# of#mental# health# problems# I# had# worked# with# in# forensic# services.# From# this# I#developed#a#strong#belief#that#many#of#the#issues#the#individuals#I#worked#with#
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were# facing#were#as#a# result#of# systemic#socioeconomic#challenges#which#may#have#been#prevented#through#early#detection,#treatment#and#social#support.##
Although#I#had#an#awareness#of#the#impact#that#these#adversities#had#in#terms#of#maintaining#the#symptoms#of#psychosis,#I#had#not#previously#considered#the#extent#to#which#early#trauma#and#adversity#were#implicated#as#a#risk#factor#to#psychosis.#Instead,#based#on#teaching#during#my#undergraduate#degree#and#the#models# that# the# services# used# to# formulate# psychosis,# I# had# understood# the#developmental#trajectory#of#the#onset#of#psychosis#as#being#biologically#driven#and#exacerbated#or#moderated#by#the#environment#through#epigenetic#processes#(Picchioni#&#Murray,#2007).#However,#once#I#began#researching#the#rationale#for#routine# trauma# screening# within# psychosis# services# my# understanding# of# the#development#of#psychosis#shifted#greatly#and#became#much#more#closely#aligned#with#my#understanding#and#experiences#of#researching#the#neurodevelopmental#model#of#personality#disorder#development#(Putnam#&#Silk,#2005)#in#that#many#of# the# neurological# differences,# which# are# often# ascribed# to# genetic# factors# in#psychosis,#are#in#fact#as#a#result#of#adaptive#changes#in#the#developing#brain#in#response#to#early#adversity.##
Over#the#course#of#this#research#the#change#in#my#conception#of#psychosis#as#a#disorder#driven#by#early#adversity,#mediated#by#adult#experiences#of#trauma#has#only# gained# traction#and# consolidated#my#beliefs# about# the#need# for# early#intervention#as#well#as#the#need#to#address#broader#socioeconomic#factors,#such#as#social#isolation#and#discrimination#driven#by#economic#and#social#disparities#(Harrison,# Gunnell,# Glazebrook,# Page,# &# Kwiecinski,# 2001;# Vassos,# Pedersen,#Murray,# Collier# &# Lewis,# 2012).# Despite# being# aware# before# undertaking# this#
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research# of# the# marginalisation# and# stigmatisation# that# individuals# with#psychosis# face# and# the# obvious# impact# which# that# has# in# maintaining#mental#health#problems,#I#have#been#struck#by#the#disparity#in#our#conceptualisation#of#psychosis#compared#with#other#common#disorders#and#a#general#reluctance#until#very#recently#to#accept#an#environmental#and#social#role#in#its#aetiology.##
Carrying# out# research#which# explores# the# impact# of# adversity# during# a#politically# contentious# time# of# stringent# austerity# measures,# particularly#impacting# the# NHS# and# social# care,# and# discussions# regarding# the# impact# of#migration#on# the#UK,#has#heightened#my#awareness#of# the# important# role# that#psychologists#could#play#at#a#political#and#societal#level.#The#reality#of#the#impact#that# social# policy# has# for# our# society# was# brought# home# to# me# through#undertaking# this# research,# in# particular# how# current# austerity# measures# will#impact# the#mental#health#of# future#generations.#On#a#professional# level# I# align#strongly#with#the#ideas#of#community#psychology,#in#particular#the#importance#of#social# justice# and# “giving# away”# psychological# ideas# (Miller,# 1969)# and# the#privileged#position# that#we#hold#as#psychologists.#While#my#research#does#not#directly#draw#on#these#values#in#terms#of#the#methodology,#I#hope#the#theoretical#rationale# will,# at# least# in# part,# add# to# the# growing# body# of# literature# which#highlights#the#social#and#environmental#factors#that#known#to#be#causally#related#to#psychosis.#My#hope#being#that#as#this#body#of#evidence#grows#there#will#be#a#reOconceptualisation# of# psychosis# and# that# these# factors# will# be# taken# into#consideration#when#developing#future#treatments#and#social#policy.#Additionally,#on#a#personal#level#I#hope#that#through#being#immersed#in#this#literature#for#the#last# two#years# I#will# feel#obligated# to#work#at#multiple# levels# to#address#social#inequalities#and#their#impact#once#qualified.##
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3.!Developing!meaningful!research!# ##A# key# competence# of# clinical# psychology# is# evidence# based# practice#(Spring,# 2007)# and# a# major# facet# of# this# skill# is# the# ability# to# develop# and#implement#research#within#the#NHS#which#will#be#clinically#useful#and#relevant.#As#someone#who#is#passionate#about#the#value#of#research#in#this#sense,#it#was#important#that#my#research#project#fit#with#these#ideals#and#was#conscious#of#the#need#to#be#able#to#draw#on#clinical#expertise,#client#views#and#the#evidence#base#to#develop#high#quality# research# (Spring,# 2007).#However,# having# already#had#several#years#of#experience#carrying#out#research#in#the#NHS#I#was#also#conscious#of#the#potential#challenges#that#we#may#face#in#undertaking#a#research#study#and#I#will# go#on# to#describe# specific# challenges# that#were# faced#within# the# current#research#project.#
3.1#Gatekeeping#and#the#experience#of#joint#research## A# major# concern# I# had# from# the# project’s# inception# was# about# the#recruitment#of#participants#from#a#hard#to#recruit#population#and#the#commonlyOheld#belief#that#asking#about#trauma#is#unduly#distressing#for#participants#(Jaffe,#Dilillo,#Hoffman,#Haikalis#&#Dykstra,#2015).#As#a#result#of#this,#I#anticipated#a#great#deal#of#gateOkeeping#(Sixsmith,#Boneham#&#Goldring,#2003)#at#both#a#service#level,#in#terms#of#gaining#approval#to#carry#out#research#in#NHS#Trusts,#and#at#a#clinician#level,# in# supporting# recruitment,# promoting# research# and# identifying#potential#participants.#These#concerns#were#allayed#early#on#in#the#project#due#to#the#fact#that#my# supervisors#were# both# established# clinical# and# research# leads#within#psychosis#services#and#would#be#able#to#promote#the#study#within#the#trust#at#multiple# levels.# However,# during# the# development# stages# of# the# research# we#learnt# that# to# be# able# to# utilise# these# links#meant# that# additional# applications#would#need# to#be#made# to# the#Trust’s#associate#academic#department#prior# to#
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seeking#NHS#ethical#approval.#After#several#months#of#working#on#this#process#it#became# clear# that# the# application#would# not# be# accepted# due# to# a# number# of#factors,# primarily# bureaucratic# ones,# outside# of# our# control# and#we# needed# to#develop#alternative#plans#for#recruitment#within#different#NHS#Trusts.#I#think,#on#reflection,#this#experience#marked#a#significant#shift#in#how#we#then#proceeded#with#the#project#and#the#experience#provided#us#with#an#opportunity#to#develop#our# strengths# and# cohesion# as# a# research# team# as# well# having# to# face# many#frustrations#and#challenging#decisions.##
A# key# challenge# that# I# faced# as# a# result# of# this# experience# was# an#amplification#of#the#novice#position#that#one#regularly#experiences#early#in#their#career# (Thériault,#Gazzola#&#Richardson,#2009).#As#a# trainee#you#are# in#a#dual#position#of#being#given#high# levels#of#responsibility#and#autonomy#at#the#same#time# as# being# accountable# to# more# senior# clinicians# and# researchers.# Within#research# this# can# mean# that# more# credence# is# given# to# more# experienced#members#of#a#research#team#and#there#is#the#potential#for#more#junior#members#of# the# team,# such# as# myself,# to# rely# on# their# expertise# more# than# one’s# own#knowledge# or# views.# Equally,# legitimate# concerns# raised# by# less# experienced#members#of#any#team#can#go#unheard#or#misconceived#as#undue#anxiety.#At#the#time,#I#and#my#colleague#expressed#concerns#about#completing#our#research#on#time#given#the#delays#that#the#application#was#causing.#However,#the#decision#was#made#to#continue#to#attempt#to#seek#this#additional#approval#as#our#supervisors#were# confident# in# the# value# of# the# project# and# we# all# felt# that# the# additional#process#would# strengthen# our# ethical# application# and# ease# recruitment# in# the#long#run.#Reflecting#back#on#how#we#could#have#done#things#differently,#I#think#both# I# and# my# colleague# could# have# been# more# confident# about# raising# our#
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concerns#and#made#more#of#a#concerted#effort#to#take#ownership#of#the#research#at#an#earlier#stage#despite#feeling#inexperienced#within#the#team.#Additionally,#the#experience#has#indicated#to#me#the#importance#of#taking#each#stakeholder’s#views#into#consideration#at#all#stages#of#planning#a#project.#However,#the#challenge#also#helped#highlight#a#crucial#strength#in#carrying#out#a#joint#research#project.#At#a#time#when#I#felt#disappointed#and#worried#about#the#future#of#the#study#it#was#invaluable#to#have#a#peer#to#be#able#to#share#this#experience#with#as#well#as#expert#supervision#to#problem#solve#as#a#team.#I#think#undoubtedly#that#being#able#to#work# together# to# seek# out# new# NHS# Trusts# to# recruit# from# and# begin# a# new#application#for#ethics#at#a#very#late#stage#was#due#to#us#having#developed#a#good#working# relationship# that# allowed#us# to#motivate# each#other# and#offer#mutual#support.#
Having#navigated#these#early#challenges,#all#members#of#the#research#team#were#concerned#about#our#ability#to#recruit#an#adequate#number#of#participants#in# a# short# period# of# time.# As# already#mentioned,# concerns# are# often# raised# in#relation#to#carrying#out#trauma#research#and#my#own#experience#of#researching#in#psychosis#populations#is#that#it#is#an#overresearched#clinical#population#and#it#is#often#hard#to#recruit#participants.#With#this#in#mind,#I#was#again#anticipating#high#levels#of#gateOkeeping#from#service#leads#and#clinicians#(Sixsmith,#Boneham#&# Goldring,# 2003).# However,# once# we# began# meeting# with# the# services# from#which# we# were# recruiting# I# was# pleasantly# surprised# to# see# a# great# deal# of#enthusiasm#and#passion#for#the#research#project.#Nearly#all#the#clinicians#we#met#with# spoke# of# their# own# experiences# of# working# with# individuals# who# had#experienced#high#levels#of#trauma#and#adversity.#Clinicians#reflected#openly#with#us#about# the# challenges#of#working#with# such# individuals# and# raised# concerns#
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about#the#impact#that#our#research#may#have#for#clients#in#an#uncontentious#way.#In#return#we#were#able#to#provide#evidence#that#suggests#participating#in#trauma#research#has#been#found#to#be#a#positive#experience#regardless#of#trauma#history#(Jaffe# et# al.# 2015)# and# this# appeared# to# be# well# received# by# staff.# The#predominantly# positive# experience# of# recruitment# and# support# from# key#members#of#staff#within#the#different#services#was#a#helpful#motivating#factor#to#continue#to#recruit#participants#and#helped#me#to#keep#in#mind#the#rationale#for#the#study.#Additionally,#participants#within# the#research#often#provided#verbal#feedback#about#the#value#that#they#saw#in#the#research#and#commented#that#they#found#it#personally#helpful#to#speak#about#difficult#experiences#and#their#impact#in#a#contained#way.#The#experience#of#carrying#out#research#in#a#clinical#setting#and#gaining#feedback#from#service#users#and#clinicians#has#helped#consolidate#my#understanding# of# evidence# based# practice# and# the# need# to# draw# on# clinical#expertise,# client# values# and# research# findings# to# make# meaningful# service#developments#(Spring.#2007).#
My#final#concern#was#regarding#the#feasibility#of#carrying#out#high#quality#research# in# the# time#available#and# in#parallel# to# the#many#other#demands# that#clinical#psychology#training#asks#of#trainees.#I#feel#I#was#lucky#to#be#able#to#work#alongside#another#trainee#who#had#similar#research#experience#and#was#also#able#to# take# a# pragmatic# approach# to# designing# our# research# projects.# Moreover,#having#two#clinical#researchers#as#our#supervisors#meant#that#we#were#all#able#to#hold#the#dual#requirements#of#developing#theoretically#rigorous#research#whilst#being# realistic# about# the# feasibility#of# carrying#out#any# such# research#within#a#clinical# setting.# Additionally,# this# shared# understanding# of# the# challenges# of#developing# valuable# research# meant# that# from# the# start# we# were# focused# on#
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trying#to#develop#a#research#project#that#would#bridge#the#gap#between#theory#and# practice,# with# the# hope# that# this# would# allow# for# the# implication# of# our#findings#in#routine#practice#(Proctor#et#al.,#2008).#While#there#were#times#in#the#project#where#each#of#our#own#interests#took#precedent#in#informing#our#views,#be#it#the#expectations#of#the#course,# implications#for#future#publications#or#our#personal#beliefs#as#clinicians#about#the#aim#of#our#joint#research,#I#believe#that#working#as#a#group#allowed#to#maintain#a#shared#focus#and#rationale#for#our#joint#decision#making.#Furthermore,#I#think#that#maintaining#a#clear#research#rationale#allowed#us#to#communicate#our#ideas#to#others#and#this#was#one#of#key#reasons#that#we#did#not#face#many#of#gatekeeping#challenges#I#had#anticipated.#
3.2#Practical#limitations#of#the#research#As# already# discussed# in# my# empirical# paper,# there# were# several#methodological# limitations# which# meant# it# was# difficult# to# draw# conclusions#about# the#psychometric# properties# of# the#TALE.#One#major# limitation#was# the#decision#to#use#existing#selfOreport#measures#as#a#comparison#rather#than#clinical#interviews.# There# are# numerous# benefits# to# using# selfOreport# measures# over#interviews,#for#example#they#are#usually#quick#to#complete,#low#cost#and#do#not#requiring# extensive# training# to# administer.# However,# there# are# also# many#limitations#to#them.#For#one#they#are#subject#to#confound#variables#such#as#mood#and#motivation#(Cusi,#MacQueen,#Spreng#&#McKinnon,#2011:#Negd,#Mallan#&#Lipp,#2011)# and# in#particular# in# trauma# research,# participants# are# known# to#underOreport#or#minimise#reporting#of#events#(Hardt#&#Rutter,#2004;#Hooper#et#al.,#2011;#Kubany#et#al.,#2000)#meaning#that#selfOreport#measures#may#be#an#unreliable#way#of# validating# a# new#measure.# However,# the# decision# to# use# these# instead# of# a#clinical#trauma#interview#reflects#one#of#the#many#practical#decisions#that#need#to#
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be#made#with#regards#to#what#is#feasible#within#both#the#scope#of#the#project#and#the# demands# that# one# can# realistically# expect# to# place# on# participants.# This# is#especially# pertinent# in# the# current# research,# given# that# although# there# is# little#evidence#to#suggest#long#term#adverse#effects#of#trauma#research,#the#experience#of#disclosing#highly#personal#events#to#another#person#can#be#challenging#and#in#the#short#term#it#can#be#upsetting#to#reflect#on#these#events#and#the#impact#that#they#have#had#for#the#individual.##
One#alternative#to#more#in#depth#clinical#interviewing#would#have#been#to#include#a#broader#range#of#other#screening#tools#which#would#have#allowed#for#great#item#comparison#across#the#TALE#and#aided#validation.#Reflecting#on#this#now,#I#am#in#a#privileged#position#of#having#greater#understanding#of#the#process#of#measurement#validation#as#well#as#a#broader#knowledge#of#the#range#and#type#of# trauma#screening# tools# in#existence.#With# this#hindsight# I#would#have#made#different#decisions#regarding#the#measures#I#selected#to#validate#the#TALE#and#would#have#possibly#argued#for#the#inclusion#of#a#greater#number#of#measures#to#allow#for#more#comprehensive#validation.#However,#as#already#stated#the#study#was# part# of# a# wider# research# project# and# it# was# necessary# to# take# into#consideration# the# needs# of# the# other# research# project# alongside# my# own.#Therefore# it#was# important# that#we#both# think#carefully#about# the# impact# that#each#of#our#methodological#choices#had#on#the#impact#of#the#other’s#project.#With#this#in#mind,#it#would#not#have#been#feasible#or#ethical#to#expect#participants#to#complete#any#more# trauma#screening# tools# in#addition# to#assessing#symptoms#and# carrying# out# a# semiOstructured# interview# as# part# of# the# wider# research#project.#
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4.!Implications!for!future!research!and!clinical!applications!# As#I#reflected#on#in#my#discussion,#an#ongoing#challenge#I#faced#throughout#the#research#project#was#how#to#make#the#TALE#a#useful#checklist#which#was#also#demonstrated#robust#psychometric#properties.#Throughout#the#development#and#testing#of#the#TALE,#the#research#team#had#many#discussions#about#the#purpose#of#the#measure#and#discussed#plans#for#future#iterations.#On#one#hand,#there#was#a#clear#rationale#for#the#TALE#to#be#brief#and#future#versions#of#the#checklist#to#contain#fewer#items#which#were#more#relevant#to#psychosis.#However,#I#was#also#aware# of# the# literature# regarding# high# rates# of# false# negatives# within# trauma#assessment#(Carlson#et#al.,#2011)#and#the#need#for#each#item#to#address#a#specific#construct# for# it# to#be#valid#(Haynes,#Richard#&#Kubany,#1995).#The#dilemma#of#knowing#how#to#successful#address#both#these#needs#did#not#reach#any#resolution#during# the# current# research#project,# however,# having# established#ourselves# as#research#group#we#will#continue#to#work#together#to#develop#the#TALE.#My#hope#for# future# iterations# of# the# TALE# is# that# it# will# be# comprehensive# enough# to#withstand#rigorous#psychometric#evaluation#without#becoming#a#measure#that#clinicians#do#not#wish#to#use#because#it#is#too#long#or#complex#to#complete.##
# Finally,#a#challenge#that#all#trauma#assessment#faces#which#I#have#touched#on#here#and#in#the#empirical#paper#and#one#that#I#do#not#know#how#to#address#is#how#to#assess#for#trauma#and#its#impact#in#individuals#who#do#not#want#to#divulge#such#histories.#Avoidance#of#trauma#memories#is#a#fundamental#feature#of#PTSD,#and# it# has# been# found# that# individuals# who# have# an# avoidant# coping# style# in#psychosis# are# more# likely# to# suppress# trauma# memories# relating# to# their#diagnosis#and#are#more#reluctant#to#voluntarily#recall#them#(Harrison#&#Fowler,#2004).# Moreover,# an# avoidant# coping# style,# referred# to# as# “sealing# over”# in#
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psychosis#is#associated#with#poorer#clinical#outcomes#and#quality#of#life#(Drayton#et# al,# 1998;#McGlashan,# 1987;# Thompson# et# al,# 2003)#while# at# the# same# time#evidence#suggests#that#individuals#develop#a#sealing#over#coping#style#in#response#to#early#adversity#and#attachment#disruptions#(Tait,#Birchwood#&#Trower,#2004).#Knowledge# of# this# posed# not# only# a# question# over# the# validity# of# the# current#research#to#accurately#identify#individuals#with#a#trauma#history#but#a#broader#challenge#of#clinical#practice.#Having#worked#across#a#range#of#settings#in#which#early# trauma# is# a# contributing# factor# to# current# presentation# of# clients,# I# am#unclear#about#how#best#to#address#this#dilemma.#The#hope#is#that#in#therapy#one#is# able# to# build# enough# rapport# through# the# therapeutic# alliance# to# allow# the#person# to# feel#able# to#voluntarily#share# these#experiences#so# that# they#may#be#understood#and#addressed.#However,#I#think#I#am#still#unsure#about#the#process#of# this# within# research# or# how# best# to# manage# the# risk# of# disengagement# in#therapy#before# that#point# is# reached#where# the#client# feels#able# to#share# these#experiences.##
5.!Conclusions!# In# summary,# the# experience# of# carrying# out# the# current# research# has#impacted#upon#my#understanding#of#causes#of#psychosis#and#I#now#view#it#not#as#a# biologically# driven# disorder# but# one# very# much# born# of# socioeconomic#deprivation#and#early#interpersonal#trauma#and#victimisation.#Psychology#has#a#duty# to# address# these# issues# if# we# are# to# successfully# tackle# mental# health#problems#for#future#generations.##
# Reflecting# on# the# process# of# developing# and# implementing# clinical#research#has#highlighted#the#numerous#challenges#that#we#face#when#planning#research# as# well# as# some# of# the# limitation# that# I# experienced# throughout# the#
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process.#Overall,#I#hope#that#this#appraisal#shows#that#often#the#challenges#that#one# anticipates,# such# as# recruitment# difficulties,# are# not# the# ones# that# end# up#having#the#greatest#impact#and#it#is#only#with#the#benefit#of#hindsight#that#we#are#able# to# reflect# on# these# processes.# Additionally,# that# process# of# reflecting# and#feeding#back#is#crucial#to#the#maintenance#of#evidence#based#practice,#which#is#an#integral#part#of#clinical#psychology.#In#describing#the#challenges#that#I#faced#in#the#development#of#the#research#project,#I#was#able#to#learn#a#great#deal#about#the#implementation# of# research# and# ultimately# how# the# value# and# strengths# of#working#in#a#research#team#outway#the#challenges#that#one#may#face#regarding#decision#making.##
# #
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! # Criteria# Yes#(2)# Partial#(1)# No#(0)# N/A#1# Question/objective#sufficiently#described?# # # # #2# Study#design#evident#and#appropriate?## # # # #3# Method#of#subject/comparison#group#selection#or#source#of#information/input#variables#described#and#appropriate?##
# # # #
4# Subject#(and#comparison#group,#if#applicable)#characteristics#sufficiently#described?##
# # # #
5# If#intervention#and#random#allocation#was#possible,#was#it#describe?##
# # # #
6# If#interventional#and#blinding#of#investigators#was#possible,#was#it#reported?##
# # # #
7# If#interventional#and#blinding#of#subjects#was#possible,#was#it#reported?##
# # # #
8# Outcome#and#(if#applicable)#exposure#measure(s)#well#defined#and#robust#to#measurement/misclassification#bias?#Means#of#assessment#reported?##
# # # #
9# Sample#size#appropriate?## # # # #10# Analytic#methods#described/justified#and#appropriate?# # # # #
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Study Rater 1  Rater 2  
Gajwani et al. (2013) UK 21/22 21/22 
Boyette et al. (2014) Netherlands 20/22 18/22 
Ponizovsky et al. (2014) Israel 20/22 20/22 
Couture et al. (2007) USA 19/22 19/22 
Ponizovsky et al. (2007) Israel 17/22 18/22 
Korver-Nieberg et al. (2013) UK  21/22 21/22 
Berry et al. (2006) UK  17/22 17/22 
Berry et al. (2007a) UK 18/22 18/22 
MacBeth et al. (2008) UK  22/22 22/22 









This!checklist! includes!a! list!of!common!traumatic!or!stressful! life!events.! ! !We!would! like!to!know!
whether!or!not!you!have!ever!experienced!these!events!and,!if!so,!which!has!the!most!impact!on!you!

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































also! like! to! find! out! about! any!ways! in!which! events! have! impacted! on! people! and! their!









































and!memories.! However,! you!will! not! be! required! to! describe! in! detail! any! difficult! past!
experiences.! ! For! some!people! talking!about! the!past!and! their!memories!might!bring!up!
some!thoughts!or!feelings!which!are!distressing.!You!will!be!free!to!withdraw!from!the!project!
at! any! time.! ! In! the! event! that! you!do!become!upset,!we!will! help! you! to!manage! these!








which! they! find!upsetting!and!be! listened! to! in!a! caring!way.! If! you! feel! that! it!would!be!
helpful,!we!can!provide!a!summary!of!the!information!you!share!with!the!researchers!to!the!
mental! health! professionals! involved! in! your! care! so! that! you! do! not! need! to! repeat!
information!to!them.!!We!will!not!do!this!if!you!do!not!want!us!to.!!Also,!the!information!we!
































available.! If! you! suspect! that! the! harm! is! the! result! of! the! Sponsor’s! (University! College!
London)! or! the! hospital's! negligence! then! you!may!be! able! to! claim! compensation.! After!
discussing!with! your! researcher,! please!make! the! claim! in!writing! to! Dr!Miriam! Fornells@
Ambrojo!who! is! the!Chief! Investigator! for! the! research!and! is!based!at!University!College!






the!Data!Protection!Act!of! 1998!with! respect! to!data! collection,! storage!and!destruction.!!
After!you!have!completed!the!questionnaires!and!interview!your!name!will!be!removed!from!
all!the!information!collected!so!that!it!is!anonymous!and!you!cannot!be!recognised!from!it.!!
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also! like! to! find! out! about! any!ways! in!which! events! have! impacted! on! people! and! their!





































muscle! relaxation! and! controlled! breathing! techniques.! We! will! also! provide! you! with!







































the!Data!Protection!Act!of! 1998!with! respect! to!data! collection,! storage!and!destruction.!!
After!you!have!completed!the!questionnaires!and!interview!your!name!will!be!removed!from!
all!the!information!collected!so!that!it!is!anonymous!and!you!cannot!be!recognised!from!it.!!




We! will! aim! to! publish! the! results! in! a! scientific! journal! as! part! of! Doctorate! in! Clinical!



















































































! ! ! ! !!!!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!! ! ! !
Name!of!Participant! ! !!!!!!!Date! ! ! !!!!!!!Signature!
!
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! ! ! ! !!!!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!! ! ! !



























as! part! of! the! research!we! can! also! support! you! in! doing! this! by! providing! them!with! a!
summary.!!
!
It!may!be!useful! to!talk! to!a! family!member,! friend!or!your!GP.!Additionally! the! following!








































































































Appendix!9:!Summary!of!Joint!Project!and!Each!Researcher’s!Contribution!#The#design#and#development#of#the#TALE#was#carried#out#by#Sarah#Carr#in#conjunction#with#her#supervisors,#Drs.#Amy#Hardy#and#Miriam#FornellsOAmbrojo.#During# the# later# stages# of# development,# Sophie# MarshOPicksley# provided#feedback# on# the# structure# of# the#measure# and#wording# of# specific# items.# The#research# design,# planning# and# measurement# choices# were# led# by# Sarah# Carr#under# the# supervision# of# Drs.# Amy# Hardy# and# Miriam# FornellsOAmbrojo,# but#decisions#were#discussed#throughout#with#Sophie#MarshOPicksley#to#coordinate#and#ensure#feasibility#of#proposed#data#collection.##Ethical#approval#was#sought#jointly#for#the#two#research#projects.#Both#researchers#attended#meetings#with#involved# NHS# services# to# introduce# the# projects# and# recruit# participants.#Continued#liaisons#with#involved#services#was#carried#out#by#both#researchers,#as#was#all#data#collection#for#both#studies.#The#write#up#of#this#thesis#was#conducted#entirely#by#Sarah#Carr.#
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